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-" THE EBRO RIVER GEOGRAPHY AND TOPOGRAPHY

7" The Ebro River is the longest river in Spain and extends from headwaters
approximately 40NM South of the northern coastal city of Bilbao to nearly
200NM southward to the Mediterranean coastal city of Tortosa.

The Ebro River Basin is triangular in form with the apex at the headwaters.
The Northeast boundary of the basin is formed by the Pyrenees Mountains,
which form a natural boundary between France and Spain, and by the Cantabrian
Mountains, a western extension of the Pyrenees. The highest peaks, above
10,000 feet, are located approximately 80NM northwest of Zaragoza AB. A
second area of high peaks above 8,000 feet are found about 200NM northwest
of Zaragoza. Average elevations between these two areas are 3,000 to 4,000
feet with numerous peaks in excess of 4,000 feet. This topography effectively
restricts low level maritime influences from the North Atlantic to the
northern slopes of the mountains.

The Iberian Mountain Range and associated extensions form the southwestern
limit of the Ebro River Valley basin, and the northeast boundary of the
Central Plateau. Average terrain elevation is 2,500 feet to 3,500 feet, with
numerous peaks in excess of 6,000 feet. The highest peak, Moncayo at 7,598
feet, lies 37NM northwest of Zaragoza Air Base.

Closing the triangle along the Mediterranean coast is the Catalonian Mountain
Range with average elevation of 2,000 feet to 3,000 feet and numerous peaks
in excess of 3,500 feet. The Ebro River flows through these mountains in a
narrow valley which is 5NM wide, pinched by highlands of greater than 1,000
feet elevation on both sides.

In the Ebro basin, there are numerous areas of elevation of 2,000 feet to
3,000 feet. Those of importance to Zaragoza are the Sierra de Alcubirra,
approximately 25NM east northeast of Zaragoza (elevation of 1,000 to 2,000
feet above the surrounding basin) and an extension of the Iberian Mountain
Range, approximately 1,000 feet above the valley floor, reaching northward
to within IONM of Zaragoza.

In the Bardenas Reales Gunnery Range area a highland of interest is an area
of approximately 1,000 feet elevation above the surrounding terrain and
located 12NM southwest of the Range WeatherObserving site. The range is in a
small basin, with the surrounding terrain being 300 to 500 feet higher in
elevation than the range.

The only body of water near Zaragoza Air Base and Bardenas Reales Gunnery
Range is the Ebro River. The main channel passes within 8NM to the southwest
of Bardenas and within 5NM to the northwest of Zaragoza Air Base. Extensive
irrigation, both by flooding and by aspiration, provide additional moisture
sources in the Ebro Valley.

Figure 1 shows the overall topography of the forecasting areas of interest.
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ZARAGOZA AIR BASE, SPAIN

Zaragoza Air Base is located at 41'40 ' North latitude and 01002 ' West longitude
Field elevation is 863 feet above mean sea level. It is situated midway in
the Ebro Valley, approximately 1ONM Northwest of laragoza, a city with a
population of over 500,000.

The base lies in an area of gcerally smooth terrain which slopes rapidly
upward to a plateau with an elevation of 1,500 feet within 5NM to the
southwest of the base.

The main channel of the Ebro river flows to within 5 nautical miles of the
base. Forming the northwest perimeter of the base is the Canal Imperial de
Aragon, which provides water for the extensive irrigation and flooding to
farmland between the canal and the Ebro river. There are numerous projects
of irrigation by aspiration in the vicinity of the base, and more are planned.

The topograpny of the Ebro Valley is conducive to fall winds similar to the
"mistral" of the Rhine Valley. Since Mount Moncayo is 37 nautical miles
northwest of Zaragoza and its location also restricts the entry and exit into
the valley, a Venturi effect accents the wind in the Zaragoza area. Winds
above 35 knots are common in all seasons of the year. With the valley closed
to the southwest, cold air drainage from surrounding highlands produces a
cold pocket of air in the valley. The accumulation of cold air in the valley
is accompanied during winter months by dense, persistant fog. It is not un-
comlon to have visibility of less than 1/2 mile for periods of over two to
three days.

Figure 2 shows an expanded view of the Zaragoza Air Base forecast area of
responsibility.

Figure 3 shows weather instrumentation at the base.
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BARDENAS REALES GUNNERY RANGE, TUDELA SPAIN

With the observing site at 41'12 ' North latitude 01027 ' West longitude, the
elevation of the observing site is 997 feet above mean sea level. It lies
approximately 10 nautical miles northwest of Tudela, Spain.

Bardenas Reales Range is located in a small basin with the surrounding
terrain 300 to 500 feet above the basin floor. There are numerous mesas in
the basin reaching 200 to 300 feet above the station elevation.

Except for the Ebro River, which flows to within 8 nautical miles to the
southwest of Bardenas Reales, there is no major body of water, or moisture
source. However, a large irrigation project in the area is nearing completion
and will, when in use, provide a moisture source to the area.

Instrumentation is all located in the vicinity of the observation site and
consists of an AN/GMQI3, Rotating Beam Ceilometer, with an 800 foot baseline,
and a TMQ-15, Tactical Wind Set, which is scheduled to be upgraded to an
AN/GMQ20, Wind Set. A psychrometer and aspirator set is used to measure
temperatures.

The topography of the Ebro valley provides Bardenas Reales Range with
similar conditions to Zaragoza Air Base. Strong "mistral" type of winds are
common. As the valley is restricted downstream, the wind does not usually
reach the magnitude of the winds a Zaragoza Air Base. Fog, due to the
difference in elevation between Zaragoza and Bardenas Reales, is slightly
less persistent. Other patterns induced by topography include strong
southwest winds, accented by restrictions produced by Mount Moncayo Mountain,
and advected low clouds from the northwest.

Figure 4 shows an expanded view of the Bardenas Reales Gunnery Range forecast
area.

Figure 5 shows weather instrumentation at the range.
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SECTION 11I

CLIMATIC AIDS



ZARAGOZA AIR BASE, SPAIN

Climatic aids for Zaragoza Air Base were extracted from the Revised

Uniform Summary of Surface Weather Observations (RUSSWO) pri-ted on 24

September 1974. The period of record was July 1957 through December 1972

for hourly observdtions and July 1957 through April 1967 for daily observa-

tions.

During the period April 1967 through 14 November 1979, Surface

Otservations were provided by Spanish Air Force Weather Observers. A

Limited RUSSWO, besed on these observations, is maintained in the files. Due

to the differences in reporting techniques, these observations, with the

exception of the absolute maximum and minimum temperatures, 24 hour maximum

and monthly total precipitation, and monthly peak wind values, were excluded

from the samples.

Records currently available do not reflect the maximum and minimum

temperature information during the period 1965 to 1972. However, some

information was available and assumed correct when the previous TFRN was

completed in 1974. Only departures from the mean (higher maximum and/

or lower minimums) were adjusted for this TFRN revision.

Critical weather elements include strong winds, and ceiling/visibility

below 300 feet/l.ONM, 200 feet/O.5NM.

NOTE: The Revised Uniform Surmmary of Surface Weather Observations (RUSSWO)
and the Wind Stratified Conditional Climatology Tables (WSCC) are
maintained at the Forecast Section. They include USAF Based data and
Spanish Based data in separate documents.
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BARDENAS REALES GUNNERY RANGE, TUDELA SPAIN

Climatic Aids for Bardenas Reales Gunnery Range were extracted from

the Revised Uniform Summary of Surface Weather Observations (RUSSWO) prihLed

in 30 June 1975. The period of record was January 1970 and March 1970

through May 1975. During this lapse of time, there were numerous periods

when data was not available.

Due to the small sample, this aid should be used as "trends" and not

as climatological Lasis. This is especially true during June and July,

when the range was normally closed for periods of approximately 30 days,

each year.

There was no record maintained on precipitation amounts.

The only critical weather elements are ceilings below 3000 feet,

and visibility less than 3.ONM (these are the range minimums), thunderstorms

in the range complex, and surface winds in excess of 50 knots.

NOTE: The Revised Uniform Summary of Surface Weather Observations (RUSSWO)
and the Wind Stratified Conditional Climatology Tables (1USCC) for
Bardenas Reales Aircraft Gunnery Range (USAF Based Data) are maintained
at the Forecast Section.
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MAXIMU TEMPERATURE DATA
BARDENAS REALES RANGE, SPAIN

1970- 1975*
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MINIMUM TEMPERATURE DATA

BARDENAS REALES RANGE, SPAIN
1970- 1975*
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BARDENAS REALES RANGE, SPAIN
AVERAGE TEM1PERATURES BY HOURS
BY MONTHS
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BARDENJAS REALES RANGE, SPAIN
AVERAGE HUMIDITY BY HOURS

BY MIONTHS
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BARDENAS REALES RANGE, SPAIN
CEILING/VISIBILITY RANGE
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BARDENAS REALES RANGE, SPAIN
PERCENTAGE OF TIME RANGE OPEN
BY HOURS BY MON1THS
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WINDS ALOFT DATA FOR ZARAGOZA AIR BASE, SPAIN

The winds aloft data was taken from the Uniform Summary of Winds Aloft

Observations prepared by the Climatic Center, USAF, date unknown. The

period of record is January 1958 to September 1963, and includes two soundings

per day. The seasons are: Winter- December to February, Spring- March to

May, Summer- June to August, and Fall- September to November. The

equivalent heights are:

1500 M = 4,921 ft

3000 M = 9,843 ft

6000 M = 19,685 ft

10,000 M = 32,808 ft

NOTE: A percentage frequency of 0.0 incicates that the event has occurred,

but the frequency is less than 0.05 percent. An asterik denotes that the event

has NOT occurred during the period of record.
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CUSTOMER IDENTIFIED OPERATIO'NAL LIMITATIONS

The following weather threshold values have been identified by our customers
as limiting factors to the operation of their aircrafts. Included in this
section are:

1. Emergency and enroute alternates for WTD Aircrafts.

2. Limitations and weather thresholds for the KC-135 aircraft,
as identified by the 34th StrategicSquadron (SAC).

3. Limitations ana weather thresholds for UH-lN aircrafts, as
identified by Det 9, 67 ARRS.

4. Limitations and weather thresholds for 406 TFTIJ WTD aircrafts,
as identified by the 406 TFTW/DO.

5. Limitations and weather thresholds for the C-5 aircrafts.

6. Other limiting factors.
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EMERGENCY AND ENROUTE ALTERNATES FOR WTD AIRCRAFTS.

NOTE: A binder labeled "Cross Country Flimsy Flight Folder (CCFFF)"

has been prepared, and contains emergency, primary, secondary, and other

alternates, maps, runway headings and length, for use on obtaining required

WTD deployment data.

The following list of aerodromes has been identified as primary emer-

gency alternates by the 406th TFTW. Due to the nature of the supported

aircrafts, the sparcity of suitable aerodromes and the European climate,

emergency use of one of these alternates is always a distinct possibility.

Runway headings are irdicated in lOs of degrees magnetic. Length of runway

is in hundreds of feet An asteriskdenotes that the runway is barrier

equipped.

STATION iCAO RUNWAY LENGTH OF

SPAIN HEADING RUNWAY

Torrejon ................... LETO ............. 05/23 ............. 134 *

Valencia/Manises ........... LEVC ............. 12/30 ............. U8 *

Madrid/Getafe ............. LEGT ............. 05/23 .............. 87 *

GERMANY

Ramstein ................... EDAR ............. 09/27 .............. 80 *

Spangdahlem ................ EDAD ............. 05/23 ............. 100 *

Hahn ....................... EDAH ............. 04/22 .............. 80 *

Bitburg .................... EDAB ............. 06/24 .............. 82 *

Sembach .................... EDAS ............ 07/25 .............. 79

Zweibruken ................. EDAM ............ 03/21 .............. 79 *

Solingen ................... EDAL ............. 04/22 .............. 81 *

Norvenich .................. EDNN ............. 07/25 .............. 80 *

Bruggen .................... EDUR ............. 09/27 .............. 61 *
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ENGLAND

Mildenhall ................. EGUN ............. 11/29 .............. 92 *

Alconbury .................. EGWZ ............. 12/30 ............. 90 *

Bentwaters ................. EGVJ ............. 07/25 .............. 89 *

Lakenheath ................ EGUL ............. 06/24 .............. 90 *

NETHERLANDS

Soesterberg ................ EHSB ............. 09/27 .............. 88 *

Leewarden .......... ....... EHLW ............. 09/27 .............. 31 *

Twenth/Enscheded ........... EHTW ............. 06/24 .............. 92 *

FRANCE

Strasbourg ................. LFST ............. 05/23 .............. 79 *

Luxevil/St. Sauver ......... LFSX ............. 04/22 .............. 79 *

Difon/Lonvic ............... LFSD ............. 18/36 .............. 79 *

Lyon/Satolas ............... LFLY ............. 17/35 .............. 60

Toulouse/Blagnac ........... LFBO ............. 15/33 ............. 115
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(2) TURBULENCE: Flights through known severe turbulekne Liru nut ,, -
mended and should be avoided, if at all possible. The forecaster will ati !

crews in flight planning if moderate or greater turbulence is forecasted fr
route of flight. Aircraft awaiting the "wing reskin" prograri will make ever,
attempt to avoid known/reported areas of moderate to severe turbulence.

(3) THUNDERSTORMS: Flights through thunderstonim activity, or knowr
severe turbulence are not recommended and should be avoided if at all posshilte.
Thunderstorms should be avoided by at least 20NM at or above FL230, or lTIM :;elo w
FL230. Aircraft will not attempt to takeoff, land, nor approach if:

(a) Thunderstorm activity is affecting the airfield.

(b) The thunderstorm is expected to adversely affect the fli(jht
path.

2. SAC crews manually compute takeoff data. During mission plannirmq, the co-
pilot must have temperature, pressure altitude and forecasted runway condition
(wet or dry), the day before the mission will be flown. KC-135 aircraft use two
types of data for takeoff planning, Wet Thrust augmentation and Dry Thrust auqrien-
tation. The forecasted data must be within the following parameters, or the
crews must re-accomplish the takeoff data computations:

a. WET THRUST COMPUTATION LIMITATIONS:

(1) Temperature +10F

(2) Pressure Altitude +200 feet

b. DRY THRUST COMPUTATION LIMITATIONS:

(1) Temperature +5°F

(2) Pressure Altitude +200 feet

c. The crew MUST be briefed of the presence of any teiperature inversions,
especially when the climb out is to be marginal.
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I TAT IN' Y AN [ A- iiR THRIS.l)LSS FY P, THE C-131 AI RCRAFT

ASD N, I F I L [Hl'

Toj _34th STRATlUGC 5r;)ADR0t 5AC)

1. The 34te t)', trjt l. , 5suadr r, (SA(, has identified the following as 1 imitation

anid or weu ther threold', for the Lb -135 aircraft operdtino from Zaragoza Air Base:

a. TA FF '1 I t. MS

1 I 1ei 1j,, testri t lons - RVR poses the only 1 Psi tation. Higher head-
,Judrtr'-, i-e ted ission, Vii Iii ty - RVR 1 J0 ft. All other SAC missions
ecLudlrq ei'er~lerw' H'-,ione) RVR )60 ft.

(, ,,'n te tield is telow approach and landinq iinimums, ta'~eoffs are
onl, a utflurized if a suitable alternate is within one hour distance at aircraft
cruisi; sieed. The uinisu s to qualify for a takeoff alternate: Operation published
precision prciach i,, hetter than 600 feet and 2 miles visibility ( +1 hour of
takeoff f:.

(3) Operational published non-precision - the field must be 800 feet and
2.0 iiles visibility, or ceiling 500 feet and visibility one mile above the lowest
published landing imiiniisium, whichever is higher until one hour after possible ETA.

(4) Crosswind component 25 knots or less.

(5) SAC aircraft WILL NOT takeoff under conditions of freezing rain or
freezing drizzle.

b. LANDING MINIMUMS:

(1) Precision approach - RVR 2400, or the published minimum for the approach,
whichever is hiqher.

(2) DESIGNATION OF ALTERNATES: Filing to a destination at which Radar is
the only available approach aid. Plus or minusonehour of ETA, the worst weather
that is forecasted to be less than:

(a) Ceiling - 3000 feet

(b) Visibility - 3.0 miles or 2.0 miles more than the lowest landing
minimum, whichever is greater.

c. INFLIG!'T RESTRICTIONS:

(1) ICING:

(a) SAC aircrafts will not be flown for more than 10 minutes in moder-

ate icing conditions.

(b) SAC Aircrafts will not be flown into known or suspected severe
icing conditions.
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LIMITATIONS AND WEATHER THRESHOLDS FOR UH-1N AIRCRAFT

Detachment 9, 67th ARRS has identified the following limitations

and/or weather thresholds for the UH-IN aircraft that operate from Zara-

goza Air Base.

(1) TRAINIIG SORTIES WEATHER MIMIMUMS:

(a) DAY VFR: Ceiling: 700 ft.

Visibility: l.ONM

(b) NIGHT VFR: Ceiling 1,000 ft.

Visibility: 2.ONM1

(c) IFR OPERATIONS: Ceiling and visibility must be equal to

1500 feet/4.3NM, but visibility NOT less than D.5NM, or RVR 2400 feet.

(2) OPERATIONAL SORTIES WEATHER MINIMUMS:

(a) Visibility at the departure airfield must be equal to or

higher than O.2NM (with RADAR), if take off is made without an alternate.

(b) Visibility at the departure and the alternate airfield must

be equal to, or higher than, O.2NM (PAR approach), RVR 1200 feet.

(c) LIFE AND DEATH SAR MISSIONS: A helicopter may take off if

the visibility is sufficient to taxi to the take off area.

(3) FILING REQUIREMENTS FOR TRAINING MISSIONS:

(a) IFR Flights, RVR 1200 feet or prevailing visibility 0.2NM

(PAR APP) at the departure airfield. An alternate is NOT required.

(b) An alternate is required when the ceiling is less than 700

feet and/or visibility I.ONM at the destination airfield.

(c) Alternate Weather Minimums: Ceiling at least 700 feet,

and/or visibility I.ONM, or 500 feet and 1/2 mile above lowest published

minimums, whichever is the highest. The pilots must always know the worst

condition forecasted.

(4) ICING CONDITIONS: Intentional flight through known icing conditions

with OAT colder than minus 5 degrees Celcius is prohibited. The UH-IN

helicopter is restricted from flight in icing conditions other than trace ice.
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(5) THUNDERSTORMS: Flights may be made into areas of known or fore-

casted thunderstorms if VMC is maintained and thunderstorm activity is

avoided by a minimum of 5N1.

(6) WIND RESTRICTIONS:

(a) Training sorties: 40 knots or a 20 knot spread.

(b) Operational sorties: 45 knots.

II-D-3-2
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LIMITATIONS AND WEATHER THRESHOLDS

AFFECTING THE VARIOUS TYPES OF AIRCRAFT

THAT DEPLOY TO ZARAGOZA AIR BASE, FOR WTD OPERATIONS

The 406TFTW/DOV, identified the following limitations/thresholds for

WTD aircraft deployed to Zaragoza Air Base:

1. CROSS WIND COMPONENTS:

(a) Max allowable

TYPE OF AIRCRAFT DRY RUNWAY WET RUNWAY

F-4E/G 25 knots 15 knots

F-4D 35 15

F-5 35 20

F-15 30 30

F-IIIE 35 35

OV-lO 20 20

(b) OV-lO AIRCRAFTS: These aircrafts are not permitted to

taxi anytime the wind component (including gusts) reaches 35

knots. OV-lO and F-5 aircraft can not cruise in icing conditions.

(c) F--4 AIRCRAFTS: Maximum allowable tail wind component for

takeoff is 10 knots on a dry runway or 5 knots on a wet runway.

2. CEILING/VISIBILITY MINIMUMS: All USAFE aircraft listed above

must have at least I.ONM visibility (RVR55) and 300 feet ceiling

for takeoff and landing, unless the Wing Commander waives weather

requirements, in which case the weather must be at least 200

feet ceiling/visibility O.4NM.
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GENERAL WEATHER LIMITATION FOR MAC AIPCRAFT

(Extracted from AFR 60-16 and 11AC Sup 1, Chapters 5 & 3)

1. ALTERNATES

a. Two alternates must be filed if the forecast visibility, prevailing
or intenittent, is less than published for an available approach or the
forecast surface winds, prevailing or intermittent, exceed limit, corrected
or RCR.

b. Must be filed when destination is outside CONUS. EXCEPTION: If the
destination is remote or an island its' forecast weather must meet the following
restrictions:

(1) The prevailing surface winds corrected for RCR, must be within
limits at ETA and remain so for two hours thereafter.

(2) The prevailing ceiling and vis are equal to or greater than
published minimums for an available nonprecision approach (excluding ASR) for
ETA plus two hours, if a precision approach is available, the ceiling or vis
may be temporarily or intermittently below nonprecision approach minimums
(excluding ASR) but not below precision approach minimums.

2. TAKE-OFFMINIMUMS

a. When available, RVR will be used to determine the minimum visibility
required for take-off.

b. Take-off without a departure alternate may be made when existing
weather conditions are equal to or above authorized landing minimums, to include
ceiling and visibility.

c. Take-off with a departure alternate may be made when the existing
runway visual range (RVR) is equal to or greater than RVR 16 or visibility
one-fourth mile if RVR is not available. The departure alternate(s) will be
selected using the following criteria:

(1) The existing weather at an alternate within 30 minutes flying
time will be equal to-or-better than the published approach minimums and
forecast to remain so for one hour after takeoff, but in no case forecast to
be lower than 200-foot ceiling/RVR 24 (visibility 1/2 mile).

(2) The existing weather at an alternate within one hour' flying
time for two-engine aircraft, or within two hours for four-engine aircraft,
must be at least 500-1 above the lowest compatible published landing minimus,
but in no case lower than 600-2 for a precision approach, and forecast to
remain so for one hour after ETA at the alternate.

II-D-5 -1
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d. All aircraft except CT-39 may depart runways with operable center-
line lighting and operable RVR display slave readouts for both approach
and departure ends if the RVR at the approach end of the runway is equal to
or greater than 12 and the RVR at the departure end of equal to or greater than
10. A take-off alternate is required.

3. LANDING/APPROACH MINIMUMS

a. As published unless full instrumentation not available, then, HAT
(Height Above Touchdown) of 300 feet and RVR 40 or 3/4 of a mile if RVR not
available.

b. For PAR approaches. HAT of no less than 200 feet and RVR 24 or 1/2
mile if RVR not available.

c. Circling approaches will use PV for determination of minimums. If
minimums are not published by category the minimums altitude will be as
published, but in no case lower than the value indicated below, plus the
published airport elevation.

CAT A 400 Feet one mile

CAT B 500 .. .. ..

CAT C 500 " one 1/2 miles

CAT D & E 600 " two miles

d. Except for circling approaches - use RVR, RVV and PV in that order to
determine if visibility is at or above published minimums.

4. GENERAL RESTRICTIONS

a. Maximum crosswind component of 25 knots, may be less depending on
RCR and landing gross weight. Maximum tail wind - 10 knots; headwind - 50 kts.

b. Aircraft will not be operated into areas of known or forecast severe
icing or turbulence.

c. Avoid thunderstorm and cumulonimbus clouds using the following criteria:

(1) Climbout - Enroute-Desent

(a) FL 230 and above - 20NM

(b) Below FL 230 - 10NM

(c) Tactical operation: Below 230 - 5NM. Outside air temperature
must be above O°C.

(d) Avove criteria must be determined visually.

(2) Take-off and landing may be made with less than the criteria
listed above, provided:

II-D-5-2



(a) The thunderstorm or CB's and associated gust front if
present, can be avoided.

(b) From lift-off, the distance from the thunderstorm or CB's
is increased as soon as possible to meet the criteria in (1) above.

(c) A missed approach course from the missed approach point
is available which will provide separation similar to that for departures.

(d) The aircraft is not flown below thunderstorms, CB's or
through the rain shift associated with these clouds.

d. C-5 air refueling missions will not be launched if severe turbulence
is forecast on the refueling track.

iV
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LIMITATIONS AND WEATHER THRESHOLDS FOR

THE C-5 AIRCRAFT

I. A local source for obtaining this information was not available. This
information was extracted from the C-5 Dash-l.

a. ICING: The C-5 Dash-I states "Under no circumstance will flights be
planned through forecast or known severe icing conditions. Aircraft operations
in moderate icing conditions may be tolerated for short periods of time (climb
or descent), but evasive action (change altitude, course or airspeed) should be
undertaken to exit the icing conditions as soon as possible."

b. TURBULENCE/THUNDERSTORM LIMITATIONS: The C-5 Dash-i states "Flights
through thunderstorms or other areas of turbulence should be avoided whenever
possible. Maximum use of radar and weather forecast facilities is essential.
All C-5 aircrafts must be flown in a special aileron upright configuration to
reduce stress on critical wing structures whenever turbulence of any intensity
is encountered. The aircraft uses more fuel in this configuration, so observations
and forecasts of even light turbulence are significant. C-5 cannot air refuel
when in an area of forecast severe turbulence or observed moderate turbulence or
whenever the visibility is l.ONM or less.

c. FREEZING PRECIPITATION: Any intensity may be prohibitive because of
the magnitude of the deicing process. Forecasts of freezing precipitation at any
point during scheduled ground timesarean important consideration and MUST BE
BRIEFED.

d. TAKEOFF AND LANDING CRITERIA: Ceiling of 200 feet and/or visibility of
O.5NIM and/or RVR50. However, if there is a suitable takeoff alternate, takeoff
with visibility of O.25NM and/or RVR16 may be authorized. Landing minimums are
ceiling 300 feet and/or visibility 0.6 or RVR40.

e. TEMPERATURE RESTRICTIONS: The takeoff performance of the C-5 aircraft
is dependent upon the temperature profile in the lower 2,000 feet AGL. When
temperature increases markedly (in an inversion) with altitude, aircraft per-
formance is adversely affected and may become critical when the aircraft is
operating near maximum gross weight.

2. NOTE: All of the above factors must be considered when preparing a briefing
for this type of aircraft, and if forecasted, must be specifically briefed to
the aircrews.
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LIMITATIONS AND WEATHER THRESHOLDS FOR

THE VARIOUS WTD TRAINING AREAS

The 406TFTW/DO, has identified the follow~ng thresholds as limiting

factors of the various areas used for WTD operations.

1. LED 50:

a. TRAINING ACTIVITIES: Air to Surface tactics and gunnery prac-

tice low level navigation.

b. FLIGHT LEVEL: Surface to FL 150, with primary operations from

surface to FLO80. Area may be entered at any altitude if VMC.

c. Minimum weather conditions required are ceiling/visibility

3000/3.ONM.

2. SECTORS (ACRO):

a. TRAINING ACTIVITIES: Transition (acrobatics, confidence

maneuvers, stalls, advanced handling), Intercepts, Air Combat Training.

b. FLIGHT LEVELS: FL070 to FL200. Entry and exit at any alti-

tude VMC. VMC operations only.

c. INTERCEPTS: Required minimum ceiling of 4000 feet or better.

(1) Basic fighter maneuvers require varying amounts of airspace

with a minimum of approximately a 6000 feet block.

(2) Air combat tactics require enough clear airspace to maneuver

and maintain 2000 feet from clouds. Transition requires a clear airspace

from approximately FL150 to FL190 in order to initiate confidence maneuvers

and stalls above FLI70.

3. LED 21:

a. TRAINING ACTIVITIES: Air combat training, air to surface

tactics and gunnery.

b. FLIGHT LEVEL: Surface to unlimited. Area can be entered at

any flight level.

c. AIRSPACE REQUIREMENTS: For air-to-air are the same as for the

sectors. Weather requirements for air-to-surface are ceiling/visibility

3000 feet/3.ONM, but for LASER operations, a ceiling of 5000 or better is

desired.
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4. LED 101:

a. TRAINING ACTIVITIES: Air combat training, and intercepts.

b. FLIGHT LEVELS: FL100 to FL400. Area may be entered and exited

at any altitude VMC.

c. AIRSPACE REQUIREMENTS: These are the same as the sectors.

5. LED 89:

a. TRAINING ACTIVITIES: Dart firing.

b. FLIGHT LEVELS: O00OMSL to unlimited. The area is normally

entered on an IFR clearance at FL250 and exited at FL260. Flights may enter

VMC under VFR at any altitude if necessary for mission accomplishment.

c. RESTRICTIONS: An undercast below approximately FL150 or low

broken deck, which would preclude clearing the sea for shipping, will prevent

firing. Normal working altitudes are between FLIOO and FL250. A minimum

of approximately 7000 feet clear airspace is needed to fire.
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LIMITATIONS AND WEATHER THRESHOLDS
U.S. ARMY AIRCRAFT PRESENTLY OPERATING IN EUROPE

This information was provided by 31WS/DOT, in a letter dated 25
February 1980, from information compiled by 7WS, indicating all the known
limitations for U.S. Army aircrafts presently operating in Europe.

LIMITATIONS C-12/U-21 UH-I AH-l OH-58 CH-47

Sustained wind (1) 30 knots 30 knots 20knots (auto-
at the surface (start) (start) rotation)

45knots (start) 30knots (start)

GUST SPREAD (1) l5knots l5knots lOknots (auto-
(start (start) rotation)

l5knots (start)

TAIL WIND (1) 30knots 30knots 25knots (start)
(hover) (hover) lOknots (start w/o

auxillary power
cart)

CROSS WIND (1) 35knots 35knots lOknots(auto-
(hover) (hover) rotation

ICING SEVERE LIGHT (Can CAN'T FLY CAN'T FLY SEVERE
IF CIG IS IN ANY ICE IN ANY ICE
.eOlO, TOPS (NO IFR) (NO IFR)
7080 and
IN/OUT

TURBULENCE (3) SEVERE SEVERE SEVERE SEVERE SEVERE
(2) (2) (2)

NOTES: a. Aircraft Dash-lO TM used for reference in compiling this data.
(1) Limitations for these aircraft vary according to the experience level

of the pilot and various other factors. It is not possible to list all
combinations.

(2) Moderate turbulence limitations are:
(a) Prohibited when the report or forecast is based on trans-

port type aircraft.
(b) Permitted when the report or forecast is based on heli-

copters or light aircraft under 12,500 pounds gross
weight.

(3) Helicopter operations are permitted or prohibited based on
the source of the report of moderate or greater turbulence.

(4) DOD FLIPS cover the weather minimum at each airfield.
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OTHER LIMITING FACTORS AFFECTING AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS IN EUROPE

The following are known limiting factors that affect aircraft oper-

ations in Europe, and that should be considered by the forecasters.

UNIQUE WEATHER PROBLEM AT AVIANO AIR BASE, ITALY: The following

was extracted from the "FLIP General Planning Guide":

"1. AVIANO AB - All aircrews note hazards of win-

ter weather conditions and pre-flight planning

procedures required below:

a. Normally, Aviano weather is good while

nearby airfields experience low visibility condi-

tions caused by fog and haze. Slight changes in

wind direction can cause these same conditions at

Aviano and the nearest suitable alternates are as

much as 200 NM away. Since all alternates for

Aviano are non-USAFE aerodromes, appropriate

weather minimums apply. Pre-flight planning should

include a thorough check of all aerodromes in North-

ern Italy; and, if any doubt exists, prior to

your departure, call Aviano Command Post for the

latest information. Also, when approaching Aviano,

call METRO or Command Post for local conditions.

b. Italy has no radar for controlling enroute air

traffic. ATC centers use procedural or conventional

control and the spacing of aircra s accomplished

by vertical and lateral sepa, . pilot reports.

Aviano approach control uses conventional control

and has very limited airspace. Aviano GCA can handle

a maximum of four aircraft at one time and, during

peak traffic periods, delays of up to 30 minutes can

be expected.

c. Additionally, due to problems concerning the

proper routing of light planes,cspecially if filing

from a non-USAFE aerodrome or from a remote, seldom
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used aerodromne, ATC does not receive sufficient advance

notice of aircraft arrival. This further complicates

the traffic situation and results in"untimely delays."
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SECTION III

APPROVED FORECST STUDIES

(There are no approved Forecast Studies at Zaragoza AB - there is one
inconclusive retired study on winds, available at the forecast counter)

Ill



FORECAST PROBLEMS

AT

ZARAGOZA AIR BASE

ARE

Dense persistant winter fog

High surface winds

Thunderstorms and associated phenomena

(RULES OF THUMB: There are no approved Rules of Thumb. However,
there are on-going investigations and research of specific relation-
ships and parameters which could subsequently result in Rules of
Thumb.)
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FORECAST PROBLEMS

AT

BARDENAS REALES GUNNERY RANGE

ARE

Thunderstorms and their associated phenomena

Early morning for and/or low ceilings

(RULES OF THUMB: There are no approved ROT for the range, nor any

under development.)
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RULES OF THUMB

1. As of the date this TFRN was corplied, there were no approved Rules
of Thumb nor approved Forecast Studies available for Zaragoza Air Base,
nor for Bardenas Reales Gunnery Range.

2. Several investigations were being conducted, seeking methods to improve
our ability to forecast wind, fog, and thunderstorms:

a. WIND INVESTIGATION: This was on its second year of evaluation.
Some valid parameters have been found, but must be tested further to verify
their reliability.

b. FOG INVESTIGATION: Completed; however, it was inconclusive and
concluded with a recommendation for further investigation of other parameters
than the ones that were evaluated. This will be done in the fog season of
1980-1981.

c. THUNDERSTORMS: This investigation concluded that the only method
of improving our ability to forecast thunderstorms would be to install a
Rawindsonde unit at Zaragoza Air Base. The thunderstorm investigation also
includes data from a previously conducted study (1958 to 1959), which
does point out specific parameters that can be used as indicators for storm
activities at Zaragoza Air Base. We have included a Radar investigation
that was also inconclusive in forecasting storm activities in the Ebro Valley.

3. Commander's Comment (1980): The basic problem in conducting a research
project/study at Zaragoza Air Base, Spain is the unavailability of reliable
and meaningful data representative of the surface and upper level controls
in/and about Zaragoza Air Base.
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WIND FORECAST INVESTIGATION

AT ZARAGOZA AIR BASE, SPAIN

By: MSgt Domingo Fernandez
Det 16, 31WS, Forecaster
5 February 1979



WIND FORECAST INVESTIGATION

MWA OR PWW CRITERIA

1. Problem: Forecasting Surface Winds at Zaragoza AB.

2. Discussion:

a. Forecasting wind for Zaragoza is a function of pressure gradient
in the Ebro Valley, thermal advection, and the Venturi effect caused by the
Ebro Valley. These parameters were investigated by a study that was conducted
from 1971 to 1975. A forecasting technique was developed using the difference
in pressure from Santander (LEXJ) and Barcelona (LEBL):

3[8 P(LEXJ - LEBL)] = Average Wind Speed

3[.a P(LEXJ - LEBL)] + 10 = Peak Wind

The technique provides a fairly accurate peak wind forecast but is limited
to 6 P values between 5 mb and 12 mb. Below 5 mb, surface winds observed
are not significant and above 12 mb, the technique looses its accuracy.

b. The following parameters and relationships are considered when
forecasting surface winds at Zaragoza. These parameters were tested and
found to be useful by the 1971 - 1975 study:

(1) The overall Ebro Valley gradient is important only when High
pressure is centered in the North-Central part of the Bay of Biscay. Under
this condition, Zaragoza is subject to strong surface wind from the Northwest
(3300), and the above technique works quite well in forecasting peak wind
speed, as long as the gradient is less than 12 mbs.

(a) When a High is centered in the South or Southeastern
portions of the Bay of Biscay, the gradient up-the-valley from Zaragoza
(LEZG) to Santander (LEXJ), as well as the down-the-valley gradient from
Zaragoza (LEZG) to Barcelona ( BL), are of equal importance.

(b) When the down-the-valley gradient is predominant,
LEXJ - LEZG P LEBL - LEZG, the wind direction should be from the Northwest
and the peak gust may be computed using the above formula.

(2) When Zaragoza registers the hiqhest pressure in the valley
and Barcelona the lowest but Torrejon (LETO) is 2 to 4 millibars higher than
Zaraaoza, strong westerly surface winds should be forecast at Zaragoza. The
technique may be adjusted to forecast peak wind speed and direction but it
i,, not documented if the 12 nib limitation 2pplies.

Direction: P = LETO - LEZG> 2 to 4 mbs: forecast westerly wind

3 X [4 P = LEZG - LEBL > 5 mb /_ !2 mb] + 10 give average wind and peak gust
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3. Limitations: In all cases when AP exceeds 12 mb, the recorded speed

and max gust have not occurred as per this technique.

4. Comments:

a. Results of the 1971 study infer that the 500 mb wind direction
plays an important role on surface wind speed and direction. At the end
of 1972, the study indicated the following condition for surface wind
forecasts:

(1) The 500 mb wind direction from 270 to 040 degrees reinforces
the Northwest wind direction at the surface.

(2) The 500 mb wind direction from 041 to 269 degrees reinforces
the Southeast wind direction at the surface.

b. Based on Det 16 forecasters' experiences since 1974 tll present,
the occurrence of cold advection at levels below 500 mb seems to play
a significant role.

c. Both paragraphs a and b above introduce large individual subjec-
tive errors since we do not have an objective technique to either record
or forecast 500 mb wind and/or the occurrence of thermal advection at
levels below 500 mb. For information purposes, even though Rawinsonde
data is supposed to be available twice daily from La Coruha and Barajas
Airport, the availability of this data is so sporadic that it cannot be
relied upon. However, it could be possible to interpolate/extrapolate
the 500 mb wind speed and direction from the daily hand plotted 500 mb
chart analysis and use this as an approximation or quantified indication
of cold advection. Also the trajectory forecasts could be looked at as
indicators of whether or not cold advection should be considered on a
particular day.

5. Recommendation: The following parameters should be evaluated for an
initial 90 day period - 15 Feb through 15 May 79, to coincide with the
start of the windy season. If a relationship is found, then continue the
evaluation through 15 Sep 79 to compile a reliable data base for possible
modifications to the wind forecasting technique. The following param-
eters and relationships should be evaluated:

a. AP = LEXJ - LEBL, AP = LEXJ - LEZG, AP = LEZG - LEBL,

P = LETO - LEZG.

b. 500 mb wind direction. 270 to 040 for support of strong surface
wind speeds, and Northwest direction.

c. 500 mb wind direction. 041 to 269 indicative of reinforcement
for forecasting Southeast surface wind direction.

1II-C-1-3
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d. The validity of theA P technique when strong surface overall-
valley-gradient and a 500 mb wind direction from other than 270 to 040 degrees
occur.

e. 500 mb wind speed in increments of 0 - 20 kts, 20 - 40 Kts, > 40
kts and its relationship to surface wind speed and direction.

I Atch
Wind Investigation Workchart
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WIND INVESTIGATION

PRESSURE (PPP) DATE:

STATION 00 03 06 09 12 15

08023

08160

08181

08221

NOTE: 1. If station 08023 is not available, enter 08022 or 08024.

2. If station 08181 is not available, enter 08180 or 08176.

3. When stations 08022, 08024, 08180 or 08176 is/are used, so indicate

in the PPP block(s).

___LEXJ-LEZG 00 03 06 09 12 15

A P LEXJ-LEZG _____ __________ _____ ____ _____

AP LEZG-LEBL ,._

6P LEXJ-LEBL _,.

&P LETO-LEZG_

500 MB

500 MB WND DRCTN/SPEED EXTRAPOLATED FROM OOZ AND 12Z RAOBS, LAFP, OR UPPER LEVEL

WND FAX CHARTS. FOR 06Z/18Z, USE FAX CHART, IF AVAILABLE.

ooz / 06Z

12Z / 18Z

FCSTD WND AT LEZA

0500Z 1100Z

WIND MWA or PWW ISSUED: V,!No

VT:

WND DRCTN/SPEED

MAX WND OBSERVED:

DRCTN/SPEED TIME
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WIND INVESTIGATION, 60 DAYS REPORT

1. A wind investigation was conducted from 20 February 1979 to 20 April
1979. After evaluating the 60 days of data, the following information
was derived.

a. The locally devised formula for wind max speed computation,
3,P(LEXJ - LEBL) -t- 0, seems to be very accurate for forecasting
"strong" surface wind for Zaragoza; however, the previously identi-
fied 12 mb limitation still exists, and a solution to the limitation
cannot be found.

b. The 500 mb wind direction from 270 to 040 degrees does seem to
reinforce strong northwesterly surface wind; however, a subjective
value of 500 mb thermal advection "into the Ebro Valley" must be
considered before forecasting "strong" surface wind at Zaragoza AB.
The following should be used as guidance:

(1) Strong "cold thermal advection" (e.g. 500 mb isotherms
close to 900 from the 500 mb isogons (equal wind direction), gives
a high probability of strong surface wind and strengthens the
values derived from the.P formula in part a above.

(2) Warm thermal advection at 500mb, cold advection at lower
level: This situation causes strong surface wind, and the6P
formula can be used with a high degree of confidence, since
it is quite accurate under this condition.

(3) Strong warm thermal advection (500 mb isotherms are 900
from the 500 mb isogons, with "warmer" air being "pushed"
towards the Ebro Valley): When warm advection is also present
at lower levels, care must be taken when using the value
obtained from theAP formula, generally, the value obtained
is too high. A "strong valley gradient" by itself is not sufficient
to forecast "strong" surface wind when this condition exists; and
other causes must exist (FROPA, Trough, etc.), to cause strong
surface wind in the Ebro Valley. The overall valley gradient (OP
from the formula) can be used to forecast the surface wind,
but it must be adjusted downward; once again, subjectively,
since no set pattern can be determined.

(4) Neutral thermal advection at 500 mb (500 nib isotherms
are parallel to the 500 nib isogons):

(a) If the advection is neutral from the surface to 500 nib
the6P formula will tend to overforecast the speed, and the
derived value must be adjusted downward.

(b) Neutral advection at 500 mb, warm advection at lower level:
The surface wind will not be strong and theA P formula will
overforecast wind speed.
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(c) Neutral advection at 500 mb, with cold advection at
lower levels (in particular, cold advection at 850 mb):
Forecast strong surface wind, and thedP formula is very
accurate in forecasting wind speeds up to 46 knots.

(5) When the 500 nib isogons are orientated from 050 to 260
this opposes "strong" surface wind in the Ebro Valley; however,
the 500 mb isogons from 050 to "E" and "SE", with "cold" the nal
advection "into" the LEZG to LEBL pressure gradient is more than
4 nib, but less that 12 mb. However, when the gradient is greater
than 12 mb, thed P formula does not accurately forecast any wind
speed.

NOTE: There does not seem to be much correlation between a strong surface
wind speed and any particular wind speed at upper levels. During the 60
days of this investigation, many occasions were observed of strong 500 mb
wind speed (one case of 60 knots); yet the surface wind maintained a speed
below 24 knots. The inverse was also true. We had cases of weak 500 mb
wind speeds (one case down to 20 knots) with surface wind speeds up to 43
knots. However, it is logical to recommend that when the wind speed at upper
levels begins to increase above 25 to 30 knots, one should expect a subse-
quent increase in the surface wind speed.

2. During the 60 day investigation, the following points were noted (even
though these points were not being investigated) which are of meteorological
interest:

a. If the surface wind speed at 0500Z is reported as 8 to 10 knots,
there exists a 75% probability that the surface wind speed will not
be stronger than 24 knots at any time during the day.

b. On most days that the 500 mb wind direction was from 050 to 260,
a fact that tends to reinforce a "SE" wind in the Ebro Valley, Zara-
goza AB will most likely be IFR (1500/4.3) within a couple of hours
after sunrise.

3. Recommendations:

a. That;P formula be used as a rule of thumb (ROT) for computing
the surface wind speeds but that consideration be always given to
"thermal advection" into the valley before a forecast is made of strong
surface wind.

b. That the TAF worksheet be modified to show the information on
Attachment 1, and that on days that conditions favor strong surface winds
the calculations be completed before any wind forecasts are issued.

DOMINGO A. FERNANDEZ, MSgt, USAF 1 Atch
Forecaster P Computation
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P COMPUTATION

DATE/TIME OF DATA:

STATION PPP APP LP COMP GRADIENT

08023 08023 - 08160 +

08160 08160 - 08181 +

08181 08023 - 08181 +

08221 80221 - 08160 +

= 3 (+ 10 +
08023 09181

DECISION LOGIC TABLE

850 MB

YES NC

Warm Advection Adjust speed downward See cold advection

Cold Advection Reinforce theAP formula Adjust speed downward

Neutral Advection Seek other causes for strong surface winds

500 MB

YES NO
Warm Advection See 850 mb Advection "Seek other causes
Cold Advection IReinforc~e the AP formula I Adjust the speed downward

Neut ral Advection [See the 350 mb advection

Consider the following parameters:

1. A 500 mb wind direction from 270 to 050, with cold thermal advection into

the Ebro Valley, will reinforce "NW" wind in the Ebro Valley.

2. "Strong" cold thermal advection into the Ebro Valley will reinforce the speed

computed by theLP formula.

3. "Warm" thermal advection at all levels cause the P formula to over forecast

the surface wind speed.

4. 500 mb wind directions 050 to "SE", with cold thermal advection reinforces

the speed computed by the AP formula.

5. When the 500 mb isogons are paralled to the 500 mb isotherms, the &P

formula tends to overforecast the surface wind speed.
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INVESTIGATION ON THE

OCCURRANCE OF VISIBILITY RESTRICTIONS

AT LZARAGOZA AB, SPAIN

AND ASSOCIATED FORECASTING 
PROBLEMS

17-

by: TSgt Rickey M. Reichert

Det 16, 'lWS



1. Statement of the Problem: The prediction of visibilltv restrictions

at Zaragoza AB is nearly academic. The problem lies in two areas:

- the ability to forecast a wind shift under light and variable wind
conditions. -

- the ability to forecast how dense the restriction will be and the

rate and time of dissipation.

2. Discussion:

a. Visibility restrictions of concern at Zaragoza AB are of two
types: fog and haze. The most' important consideration in forecasting
visibility restrictions is the ability to correctly forecast the wind
direction and speed that results into an easterly drift. Zaragoza AB

lies approximately in the center of the Ebro Valley. The valley extends
from near the city of Santander in the North Coast of Spain, station

LEXJ, southeastward to near the city of Barcelona in the Mediterranean,
station LEBL. Thus, the surfa-e winds are nearly always dependent on the
pressure gradient distribution within the valley e.g. down the valley
gradient equates to a northwest surface wind and an up the valley gra-
dient results in a southeast surface wind. It follows that the wind
speed is directly related to the magnitude and direction of the pressure

* gradient. As the city of Zaragoza, the Ebro River, and several irriga-
tion canals lie to the southeast of the base, a northwest wind will keep
both fog, which forms over the waterways, and industrial pollution away
from the base/runway complex. On the other hand, a southeasterly wind

will blow it over. Very often, the early morning surface wind will be
light and variable from the northwest and suddenly shift to an easterly
direction between 0500Z - 080OZ. Thus, the capability to forecast this

wind shift must be inherent in any investigation to improve forecasting
visibility restrictions at Zaragoza AB.

b. Upper Air. Since there is no RAOB from Zaragoza, the presence
and extent of any inversions as well as the 850 mb flow must be crudely
estimated using unrepresentative RAOBs from Torrejon, or La Coruna in
Spain or Biarritz, France, when available. These RAOBs may be used to
detect cooling aloft which would cause aihy inversion present to break.
Additionally, PIBALs available from Bardenas Reales Range are helpful in
estimating winds aloft over Zaragoza. Also, the trajectory bulletin may
be used to determine low level upward or downward motion, that is cold
or warm air advection into the area.

Note: A fog investigation using the 850 mb trajectory forecast was
accomplished in 1975. The investigation showed that the tralectory
forecast is not a reliable parameter to predict the occurrence of fog in
the Ebro Valley and at Zaragoza AB.
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3. Parame t ers to be Evatluated for Forecast in v: e :

a. Current or forecast (050OZ - 0800Z) pressurc gradient (4 I') to tilke
nearest 0.1 mb:

LEXJ (Santander) - LEBL (Barcelona) . + 4 tub

A postive gradient indicates down the valley flow; a negative value indicat es
up the vallev flow. (Chuck AP LEXJ - LEZG (Zaragoza) for i ndicution of pos-
sible visibility restrictions at Bardenas Reales.)

(1) A negative AP value up the valley flow (current or forecast)
results in lower visibilities than a weak down the valley flow.

(2) With up the valley flow (current or forecast 0500Z - 080OZ)
and the absolute value of / P> 5.0 nib, wind speeds >10 knots result. In this
case, the fog may stratify into a low ceiling (around 800 [f) and the visih'li tv
will not be as low as it normally would be.

b. Current or forecast (0500Z - 0800Z) temperature/dew point spread - 20C
and temperature 5 C, fog should form. If the tempcrature/dw point spread

0 0ls. 3 C and the temperature is-5 C, haze instead of fog should form .

c. Occurrence of fog, haze and/or precipitation witIhin the last 24 hours
If a change in air mass does not occur and is not forecast to occur within the
preceeding 24 hours of the forecast and if fog, haze and/or precipitat ion occur
within the proceeding 24 hours, the restriction will most likely reoccur becaus-e
of available moisture.

d. Sky cover. Current or forecast clear skies at night result in strong
radiational cooling. Under these conditions, at first light (just at sunrise)
low level mixing occurs and a visibility restriction develops.

4. E valulatinRg_P'arrmeters : The following procedures should be used to evaluate
the parameters in paragraph 3 above as effective tools in adjusting or developing
visibility restrictions forecastinlg techniques,

a. If par:imeter 3a indicates a light niid variable wind from any direction
or easterlY wind 10 knots from n()0)0)Z to 080)Z (emph;asis on OI50Z to 0800Z) and
parameters C and D favor a visibility restriction then evaluate parameter B
and forecast as follows:

(1) Parameter B strongly indicates fog: forecast Ies"s than 1-.0 NI
visibility.

(2) Parameter 11 strongly indicates haze: for-cast 2.0 - 3.0 N>1 visi-
hilitv.

NOTE: Ad iust forbcast vi sib ii (i es when parametr values do not indicate a
strong occurrence of a visibility restriction.
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5. Secifit Purpose of invest i atitLion:

a. Wi'ith in this context , t i tk purpose of this investi gat ion is to determine
if any corr, lat ion exists between minimum vis il itv , minimum teumpraturv and
temperature/dewpoint spread under three different wind regimes.

b . At this time I Feel the best way to serve our cuntomers is lo', trv ing
to develop a set of paramet ers that could a llow us to mor, raCCuate1' f.re-
Cast the minuimum vis iibili ty during the morning hour. . Au attemp t to improvc-
the forecast i ng of on-s;et and diss i pat ion times dok.s not ap ptar fc,-a i hl, due
to the critical element of wind speed and direction with in the valley.

6. Data Collectin.:

a. The attached scatter charts will show correlation between minimum
temperature, on the horizontal, and mminimm v is ib ilitv , on the vert ical , by
color coded dots reprosenting t tmperature/dewpoint spread. Observed data will
be plotted on the applicable chart to depict our three most predominatent wind
regimes.

b. After a representativc sample has been plotted a trend line i.ll be
drawn on the scatter charts to show the most probable minimum visibilitv of
tile morning using a forecasted minimum temperature, temperature/dewpoint
spread and wind speed and direction.

c. If a good fog, regime develops early, a preliminarv series of charts
will be prepared by 15 December 1979. Final analysis will be during Februarv
1980.

d. The scatter chart, Attachment 1 is recommended to record and collect
data for the investigation.
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FOG INVESTIGATION AT ZARAGOZA AIR BASE, SPAIN

SUMMARY

1. Data for this investigation was collected and plotted from 1 October 1979
through 31 March 1980, using the guidelines set forth in the original investi-
gation package.

2. Parameters tracked and their effects on the minimum visibility during the
morning hours are as follows:

a. Minimum temperature: No trend cruld he established, as there were
days with heavy fog (VIS 1.0) with t :., mratures ranging from 14'C down to
-3°C. The most occurrences of heavy fog were observed on those days with a
minimum morning temperature near O°C.

b. Temperature/dew point spread: The scatter chart did show one inter-
esting trend. We did not record any visibility below 3.0NM (AWS Cat D) with
a temperature/due point spread of 3°C or greater. It appears reasonable to
assume a visibility of less than 3.0NM (AWS Cat C and below) should not be
forecasted when Zaragoza Air Base does not have, or forecasted to have, a
temperature/dew point spread of 2°C or less. This in not to say, however,
that when a temperature/dew point spread of 2°C or less is present, or fore-
casted, that the visibility will always decrease to below 3.0,N1t - it will not.

c. WIND: All visibility restrictions to less than 3.0MM: were recorded on
ttie scatter chart for winds from any direction, speed of less than 10 knots.
Lilht and variable or Southeast winds were the most favorable for fog forlmation.

3. SUMMARY: In general, the scatter chart showed that there were days with
alm)st identical parameters, with strongly indicated heavy fog (VIS less than
l.O1M); yet, while some days did indeed develop heavy fog, others produced
onli light mist or haze with visibility at or near 4.3NM. At this time, I
feei that the key to more effectively forecast morning Fog at Zaragoza Air Base
lie ; in knowing the characteristics (stability moisture, and wind direction
and speed) of the first few thousand feet of the atmosphere over us. As we
mus:; crudely estimate this critical data from a RAOB from Madrid (a iountain
stalion 120NM Southwest) and La Coruna (a coastal station 600 miles to the
Nor qest), our ability to forecast morning fog suffers.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. The ideal recommendation would be to install a Rawindsonde unit at
Zaragoza Air Base. A sounding for Zaragoza would not only greatly enhance our
ability to forecast fog, but also improve our ability to forecast icinq,
turbulence, cloud coverage and severe weather not only for the Zaragoza Air
Base area but also for the Bardenas Reales Gunnery Range.

b. In the coming fog season (fall-winter 81), we may want to try breaking
the scatter chart down into three (3) wind directions with speed of less than
10 knots, e.g., 041' to 160', 161' to i0 ° , and 2810 to 040"
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c. We should also cont-Irme to verify temperature/dew point spreads of
3"C or greater, that prodJc.'.L 'ilt of 3.ONM or greater.
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THUNDERSTORM INVESTIGATIONS

(Summary of 1958-1959 Case File and summary supported by data collected
and evaluated during the 1979 thunderstorm season)

By: TSgt Rickey Reichert
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THE FORMATION OF AIRMASS THUNDERSTORM ACTIVITY AT ZARAGOZA AIR BASE

1. The primary threat of airmass thunderstorm activity exists at Zaragoza
Air Base from May through September, and this threat normally is associated
with southwesterly flow aloft, and generally after that pattern has existed
for 24 to 36 hours. The pattern is also usually accompanied by sufficient
low level moisture that is advected into the area by southeasterly flow at
the surface, good surface heating and/or mechanical lifting.

a. The wind pattern from the surface to 5000 feet preceeding these storms
is generally southeasterly, with occasional cases of light westerly or south-
westerly flow.

b. Many days have been observed with the formation of cumulonimbus type
clouds in the area and these clouds do not affect the base, but do constitute
a threat to local flying activities.

(1) On some occasions with the presence of CB activity in the area,
the upper level flow varies from southeasterly to westerly, in most cases
being 20 knots or less. A two year case study (1958 and 1959), showed only
one occurrence of northwesterly winds aloft and that caused thunderstorm
activity over the base itself. It is suspected that this occurrence was
associated with a minor upper level trough.

(2) Northeasterly flow aloft brought CB activity to the local area
on two occasions during 1958 to 1959, with one occurrence of thunderstorm
activity at the base itself. It was found that this instance was associated
with an upper level low pressure center in the Mediterranean sea, centered
east of the Balearic Islands. In the case of the thunderstorm over the base,
the wind speed at 500 MB exceeded 35 knots.

c. The surface temperature preceeding thunderstorm activity at the base
will, in most cases, be 2 to 5 degrees less than the convective temperature
(extrapolated from the LEMD RAOB). Additional lift necessary to trigger the
storm apparently is produced by the mountainous terrain that surrounds the base.

d. The stability index should average less than +4 ;although this is not
an indicator that a thunderstorm will occur, it is specially useful in indicating
severity, as in the case of hail at the surface. A stability of less than +1
has been the rule for hail occurrence at Zaragoza.

e. The moisture content of the air mass, as shown by available upper air
soundings, may at times seem relatively dry, but this is misleading in fore-
casting thunderstorms in the local area. During 1958 - 195q, the average
moisture indicated by available soundings showed temperature/dewpoint spreads
at 5,000 feet = 9, 10,000 feet = 60, 20,000 feet = 90.

2. SUMMARY: The ideal for airmass thunderstorm activity at Zaragoza Air Base
is southeasterly winds from the surface to 5,000 feet (to bring in the required
moisture), constant southwesterly flow aloft for a period of 24 to 36 hours
with wind speeds at upper levels of greater than 20 knots, and a Showalter
stability index of less than +4.
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3. Parameters investigated: All RAOB data taken from OOZ data.

a. 500 mb wind (speed & direction) from LEMD RAOB 08221 and one up-
stream station (USS) i.e., Lisbon 08536 or LECO 08001 or LFBD 07510 or LXGB
08495 or LEPA 08302.

b. Average surface wind for the Ebro Valley in the past 24 hours as
well as the forecast wind for the next 24 hours (as this will be a "after-the-
fact" investigation), the total 48 hour wind will be that observed.

c. TT/TD spread of 08221 and one up-stream station at the 850 mb level.

d. K Value for 08221 and one up-stream station (850 mb temp - 500 temp)
+ (850DP) - (700DP depression).

e. Totals Totals for 08221 and one up-stream station TT = (850 tenp) -
(500 temp) + (850DP) - (500 temp).

f. 850, 700, 500 Vertical Motion taken from the OOZ LEZA trajectory bulletin.

3 Atch
1. Data Collection Sheet
2. Typical Metrological Situation
for Airmass Thunderstorms
3. Typical Metrological Situation
for Frontal Thunderstorms
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DATA COLLECTION SHEET USED

DATE _

1. 500 mb WND: 08221 __ , USS(S)

2. Average SFC WND 24 hrs before and after 05Z:

24 before 24

3. 850 TT/TD spread: 08221 , USS(S)

4. K Value: 08221 , USS(S) _

5. TT Index: 08221 , USS(S)

6. Showalters Index: 08221 , USS(S)

7. Trajectory Data: 850 700 500

8. Summary of days Radar Obs:
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE POSSIBLE USE

OF THE DBZ VALUES VS HEIGHTS IN IDENTIFYING AND FORECASTING

HAIL-PRODUCING TIIUNDERSTORMIS AT ZARAGOZA AB, SPAIN

By: Captain Wayne M. Davis
Det 16, 31WS
1 February 1979
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PURPOSE

The purpose of this investigation is to determine an objective radar
method of identifying and forecasting hail-producing thunderstorms at
Zaragoza AB, Spain by using the AN/FPS-77 Severe Storm Detection Radar.
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RADAR INVESTIGATION RESULTS

The attached radar investigation was conducted Feb-Dec 79.

The results were very limited and inconclusive. Only twenty entries were
made, 10 of which were outside 30NM radius of LEZG. Lack of data not with-
standing, one observation can be made: Max Tops/Intensity do not necessarily
indicate the presence or absence of hail. One afternoon in November we
received a gust front which deposited pea-size or smaller hail and winds
above 40 knots. Just a few minutes prior to receiving hail, we checked the
radar and found only RW - with tops less than 20,000 ft.

The conclusion is that the technique used in the investigation cannot be
applied to Zaragoza AB, primarily because of the mountainous terrain within
30NM of the base. It is felt that this technique would work quite well in
certain locations where thunderstorms are common and the Lerrain is fairly
flat such as "Tornado Alley" in the USA.

Although this investigation did not shed any light on improving our techniques,
we still have some old indicators which all forecaster should know. These
are enclosed in the Summary of Previous Studies/Investigation portion of this
investigation and also the Local Severe Radar Criteria located in Book 1 of
the Radar Files.
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SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS STUDIES/INVESTIGATIONS

In 1958 ant 1959, a Thunderstorm Study was accomplished at Zaragoza. The

study determined ti.at for an ideal thunderstorm situation, the following

parameters should be present:

a. Southeasterly winds from surface to 5000 feet.

b. Southwesterly flow aloft that has been constant for 36 hours.

c. Showalter stability index of less than +4.

In April 1976, MSgt D. L. Fawvwr, Det 16 forecaster, compiled a list of

Zaragoza Forecast Problems which contained a section on thunderstorms.
The following information is relative to further thunderstorm investiga-

tion:

"The mountainous terrain around the Ebro Valley provides ideal thunder-
storm development areas whenever airmass conditions exist so the problem

is one of when the storms move over the base or form in the base area.

Atch I reflects the ideal airmass thunderstorm situation in the Ebro area

and Atch 2 the frontal thunderstorm situation. Wind gusts to 45 knots

and hail up to 3 inches have occurred at Zaragoza AB with the frontal

situation. In spring and summer, 35 knots of w'ind and pea size hail are

common near sunset during April, May, July, August. and early September

with the airmass situation. A combination of the two types occurs in late

Autust and September as the receeding Azores high allows more and more

fronts or troughs aloft to penetrate over the mountains of Northwest Spain,

with an average of one per 18 hours passing Zaragoza in the zonal flow."
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1 . Int roduc t ion:

Forcast in, thunderstorms at Zaracoza AB is compl icated becau.se of
the local terrain. IEZG (Zaragoza Air Base) and the city of Zaragoza
lie in the Ebro Valle % with mountainous ranges on eithe r ,5ido. Conse -
quentlv, the thunderstorms tend to build up ove r the mountain.s and most
of the tine will remain over tIie mountains. Our problems begin when the
t hund e rst Lor os enter the vaIl ey itself. hOur local Severe Radar Vatich
criteria plaices special emphas is on erratic movemenIt of very strong or
greater cells in the valley. This investigation will hopeiifullv result in
an objective' method of identifying and forecasting hail-producing thander-
storms at LEZ(;.

2. Theory:

The hasic theo ry was extracted from an article Cntitlt, d An (hb ,erved
RelatioTInsh1ij - betweeCn the lie igit of the 45 dBZ Conteurs in Storm ProfileUs
and Sntface lailReports ,by G. K. Mather and 1). 'Treddenick. The art icle
appeared in Volume 15 of the Journal Of Apjplied " etcorolo "_. The bas ic
concept is that hail is seldom produced unless the height of the 45 dBZ
contour level exceeds 7.5 km (about 25,000 feet). in our investigation
we ,,i ue this theory, expand on it if necessary, and include other
paramcters w'hich may be useful in identifying and forecasting hail-produc-
ing thunderstorms.

3. Procedures :

a. Dur ing the period 1 Feb 79 to 31 Dec 79, the following data will
he romp i led whenever a strong or greater thunderstorm echo moves into or
developes within a 30 NM radius of LEZG.

(I) Location of thunderstorm (example: 140/13).

(2) Intensity/Max Top (example: ++/340).

(3) Movement (example: 270/10).

(4) Maximum dBZ: First, obtain the maximum dB from the AR scope,
then go to the P -Z Nomogram on the Radar Console. At the intersection

of the distance and dB, read the dBZ rating on the right hand s4Je.

(5) Height of maximum dBZ: Set the ISO-ECHO to the dB intensity
as listed in para (2) above. Use the R1T Scope to find the core of high-

est intensity, then record the height of this max core.

(6) -220 C Height.

(7) Tropopause Height.

(8) 500 MB Height.
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b. At the end of December 1979, the data will be compiled to study
relationships and develop an objective set of rules, if possible. One year
of data may not be sufficient to draw any conclusions; we may have to continue
for another year. We may find that the 45 dBZ vs 7.5 km height does not
work at all at Zaragoza, or we may have to adjust the values. At any rate,
this investigation should make all forecasters aware of the different parameters
which could be associated with hail-producing thunderstorm occurrence of
forecast.
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SECTION IV
WEATHER CONTROLS

(The Seasonal Weather Controls were compiled for Zaragoza Air Base; however,
due to their general nature, they apply to the Bardenas Reales Gunnery Range
complex. The Zaragoza Air Base Seasonal Weather briefs were published by
21st Weather Squadron, date unknown.)
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ZARAGOZA WEATHER SUMMARY

Zaragoza AB, Spain, i. located at 41' 40' north latitude ana 01002 ' west longi-
tude with a field elevation of 844 feet above mean sea level. .t is sit.atu..
in the Ebro River Valley, the longest valley in Spain. The valiey is oriente:
NW-SE from the Mediterranean Sea to 40 miles south of Bilbao on the 6ay o4
A ridge with a maximum height of 5100 feet separates the Bay of 3iscay frG. .
head of the Ebro Valley. To the north of the valley are the Pyrenees Mounta, s
rising to the height of 11,165 feet, forming a barrier between Spain and Franc.
The southern boundary of the Ebro Valley is formed by two mountain ranges. Tc
the west of Zaragoza is the Sierra de Moncayo Range with a maximum elevation
7812 feet, located 35 miles due west of Zaragoza. To the south of Zaragcz,
the Sierra de los Monegras Range, extending to the Mediterranean Sea. ter.-
southwest is a break between the two ranges, connecting to the head of tne T ..
River Valley at Madrid.

There is no large body of water in the immediate area, except for the Ebro River.
The Pyrenees Mountains, to the North, block most of the weather associated with
fronts, lows and highs, located over the rest of Europe.

The greatest threat to Zaragoza, in the form of continuous precipitation ano
associated cloud cover, occurs when a low pressure system forms or passes througr
South-Central Spain. This is generally a fall and winter situation.

The majority of thunderstorms occur from May to September and are associated Aitn
a Southwesterly flow aloft. This flow is usually accompanied by sufficient
moisture, and in conjunction with good surface heating and/or lifting, produces
thunderstorms in the area.

Strong Northwest winds are caused by a pressure difference from the head of the
valley to the mouth of the valley. The winds flow from the area of the highest
pressure to the area of the lowest pressure. Due to the topographical effect of
the valley, the wind is stronger with the high pressure area to the Northwest
(Northwest wind) than with the high pressure area to the Southeast (Southeast wind)
in the reverse.

Low visibilities caused by ground fog, haze, and smog, are the result of three
main factors: terrain, circulation, and pollution source. This latter factor
is caused by the industrial city of Zaragoza, 12 miles E-NE of the base. Smoc
is further intensified by contributions of smoke from a rubber factory and a
railroad yard on the near side of the city. Concerning the circulation factor,
there must be an Easterly component to the surface winds. Naturally, any fiow
directly from the city (E-NE) is the fastest and most effective; however, with
radiational cooling forming a good inversion, the smoke eventually fills the
en:ire valley, after which time the direction of the surface wind 's no onc0 :
important. To these nuclei is added moisture from the Ebro River (5 mi.N) anc
a large canal running E-W just North of the base, irrigating the valley. With
temperatures above 50 degrees, the result is usually smoke and haze with visilii-
ity 3-6 miles, depending upon temp.-dew point spread. With temperatures of 3'
degrees to 50 degrees the fog is much more persistent. Due to the time ne,.c s>v
for the pollution to reach the base from the city, thp lowest visibilit'es can he
expected between 0900L - lOOOL. The visibility will slowly increase witr neat:.9,
or with wind shift to the South thru Northwest.
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ZARAGOZA AB SEASONAL CLIMATOLOGY

SPRING (MARCH-MAY)

GENERAL: The spring season at Zaragoza is a period of excellent flying wead.
strong surface winds and increasing thunderstorm activity. The upoer- eve,
winds begin to decrease, but orographic effects, such as clouds an6 turbulen.L
are still a dominant feature of the local flying area.

CLOUDINESS AND VISIBILITY: Spring brings the transition of tru ;,ro;t-
tion from the winter pattern of strong frontal systems mov-ng thr.'rn b,_1
into the Mediterranean to the summer pattern of a super-i.,:posec rle .rA ,1-6
a small surface pressure gradient. A few strong weather systems infer
Zaragoza during this period but the flying conditions remain goc.,
(I500ft/4.3NM) exist 94.3% of the time and conditions below 500ft/ -Nr r,
occur only 0.5% of the time. Indicative of the excellent conditions is tie -
that more than one-half of the time during April and May there is no ce ,n
all and visibility is unrestricted. March experiences these conditions '].

the month.

PRECIPITATION: Zaragoza is a semi-arid region with a yearly rainfall averdct
of only 15.5 inches. The spring rainfall averages 1.3 inches per month wtr.
extremes of 0.01 to 5.17 inches having been recorded. The rainfall is aivlnec
between steady rain occurring with frontal systems and showers which develo,:
over the mountains. Rain or drizzle occurs on an average of 11.8 days per ...c'.t-.
Thunderstorm activity at Zaragoza AB increases from less than one thunderstorms:
day in March to four days in May. Snow has occurred as late as March.

SURFACE WINDS: The primary controlling factor of the surface winds at Zaragoza
is the Ebro River Valley. Of the annual winds, a total of 48.5% is froii the
west through northwest and spring contributes heavily to this average. larcr,
through May average 52.0 percent down-valley winds from the west through nortwe -

and 19.2 percent up-valleywinds from the east through southeast. The wind s~ee.
are moderate to strong, with an average of 41.8 percent being over 19 knots.
Maximum winds of over 40 knots have been recorded during all three months.

TEMPERATURE: The spring season sees a wanling trend occurring througnout tr~e
period. The daily average minimum cliribs from the low 40s in !larch to the
50s in May, while the average maximum goes from the high 50s to the micdle 7i's.
The absolute low ranges from 23°F in March to 39'F in May, while the aDsoiutL
high climbs from 78°F to 93'F

LOCAL AREA WEATHER: The weather occurring within lOONM of Zaragoza AB varie
considerably from the air base itself. The primary cause is the topography af
the surrounding area.

Orographic upslope flow produces considerable cloudiness over the higher mountadis.
Favorable conditions for orographic clouds exist at least 50% of the time
the spring. Thunderstorm development over the mountains is approximately - "
that of Zaragoza AB during the spring.
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The area one o i tne . ost favor&ul e re , tor ;.u-,ta', n ma 'eve iOciert
Europe. upper air wlnds are favoraolt- for Jeveloc,, ent ,-,r )~a~t tne
riontain rin-je orientation) approxi.niateliy 5 of tne time G~rin . tre s.prir,,.
In additions, winds of over 30 knots it 56JC feet 'ISL oc-r ',3 of the tVit

These winds are predominately parallel to, tne ;iajor ranges -,Ut Lat. )rocuce
cap-clouc forniations and mioderate low level turbulence in tre vicinit1 3f t,
nigher mountains.

e u,, e:, sei ,!. o i r'aL uz,: ., "c. t -

W Cfr Al-t en, f,/ r~Vde:n' tf V. L'- A ~.rc
annual in,-,iu, 7nertra' ai oroqrapnic erlect, are~tr
features tnrougnoit t're airea.

S' A' . 3: '- Suirvier is a ~ :

over the :Oeriar Peninsula. ,rne .ores ant ci!one reucnes '

wairC pos1 1on, ex tend,,n(; i nto tne r"ay of 'I,--scay . -oj-pard' e';
ow pcessure £yster exi st over noet' er-n c 3ca an,, , r .- >It

iMposei on tn-,s general pattern is at tneri al *:ow oiver tre ct.nrra. ;U r:
loeria. -,oufis are usually li;mitea to tfle urea near the oc-asiona' wedo.
wnicn enter trie area. VFR conditions (l500ft/4,3l,:;1i exist 3i~ f tne~i
Conditions below 500ft/lN11 occur less than 6. i_. alli cases :oei'ng 'edv. ,vu
of short duration. An averacr- of 65.7,. of thie tiime there i,, no ein
restriction to visibility. Tne average total sky cover i- .. tntr~-
coverage.

PRLCIPITATION: The Suner season is extremiely dry, avera~jir es%. tfldF
inches per month , wi th June the wettest at ',.4 incries andi,' , y. ir-yes,,.
tnan 0.5 inches. The rainfall is almiost all "7ro;'. snower actL ct/ dr. V Cc6t
variations occur. The niignest monthly rarraf- eve rrure j,
red in August, D.20 inches. July nas one of: 1ne lowes t , r-(tdjr (n -

no precipiltation at all was measui-Ld one year. rcinac' recorce.-
average of 7.9 days ,,er mionth. Thunderstor:. activi ty at --..rad j 0c

days per :iontn.

SURFACL J:,'3S: June througn August avvra;es D... a,- * . . .

20.0)~ , p-vall ey winds (E-SE) . The speeos diecrease ,, >,rtli fru.
recorded i n the Spri n( but st 11l remia in icer-ate to stromn;.

TEMPERATOJRE: Sumner temiperatures are wan, at Zaragoza, wt
highs running in the low to middle 30s. 'ne evening-s ore ~'.
the lows dropping into tne high 50s to ioy, (Os. )'U', dnc u,, 'dY: )et'(
over 100*F and the record of 109'F was set in july 1973. "'IMiUkS n)dvt LCer
recorded of 44'F in June and 45'F in August.

LOCAL AREA A[ATHER: The dominant weatner -feax.jre uT ,;it o-to Ni*,
Zaragoza is the nign thunderstorti occurron~e. Tne aread .rw e. t
of days with thunderstorms on tne lberiat, -hnensu'a. Thm , rratr *
Fendogico" issued by the Spanish Meteorologjicd! Service indicates ar dverat
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over 20 thunderston.i days per month from June throu)h Au ,us. The :aximu;,
occurs in the Huesca province, just north of Zarayoza. The tnunderstori act.t j
is triggered by a combination of thermal and orographic effects. The activ:t.

normally begins in the early afternoon, reaches a peak about one nour befcre
sunset and dies off about three hours after sunset. The first cells will iar ,,-
the wountains and then move out over the valley.

The upper air f'o.u dilnishes in tne suiw'w_ r to its ,inirwu;, unr,,c velociy. y . C
.,:air European "ut .ove, nortnward and weciavrni decrejsr , .:di')l
iojntain wave devclo;Jient to near zero. ne ;,;oderute o - .erd rC."
t.jrbulence of tne wInter anG sprinq gives ; ay ;c afternoor "J: .

Dy differential neating.

FALL (Septenber-%overboer)

SE ERAL. Ca., 1, i seadon of deter1cratn, r<,yn -in J weatneC
decreases rapidly after a peak in September. The upper-,eve] wincs -,rcreasC
velocity, and orographic effects, such as clouds and turDulence, Lecones d
feature of the local f'ying area weatner.

C¢JDINESS AD V11 IS I TY .,I~e ner,

._. ,,LY" Fall is a transition period fror: saer- e'
low and relative'y flat pressure gradient to tne more act;ve winter ;dattern. r

Azores anticyclone moves southward to its wintertime position, ,]ivinr exce'en-
weather in September as -t dominates Iberia. October and N'cv~nber see inc-eas-i,-.
frequency of Jepressions and frontal activity, bringing increased rloudiness ,,,
vitibilitv restrictions. VFR conditions (1500 ft/4.3%1!) exist 34.9' of tne .
decreda r 1 . or ( .o in Sep to 30.9., in ',ov. Ceilr ,, dnc!or v s ,,"ity 7cn.i t

,elow 50.ft ,' occur 3.2 of the time increasinj fro'; 1. ;n ,e to .c S .....
Conditions ol no ceiling and unrestricted visibility decrea,:e from the sui, Cr
of over 65 to dn average of 39.4f. in the fall. The average total sky crI
increases fro less than thiree-eights in summer to more than foir-eignts in

d RECIPI-_ATA)_N: Fall is the rainy season with an average :orithy rainfa. ouo .
inches, more or less evenli divided over the period. The minimum rainfall that
has oe, !ecorded in any one nionth is : trace in Seotember. qhi'e tre 'a u

)LLr:, t i iner e.e va io . d.rir,,i ate f , ," ..

SURFACE 1,_",S: The fall season Dears out tqu )revai: in,, -i-iect-, ,k
shows more variance than the other seasons. The effect of the shifting Azores
anticyclone tends to damper the speed and increase the variance ir cirectIor.
The fall season has dn average of 42.31, down-valley (,i-';,,) winds anrd 22.9 a--vi.'.
(C-SE) winds, well below the average. The speed also drops , faE , show-n,
average of only 33.7' above 10 knots comparec with 4".3 ,  ',-. ,_ I,-:. '-"- ,

percentaqe above 10 knots drops, the atsclutL 'a:,i, irr.s ,r,-ease. A record spec:
of 73 knots occurred in November 1979 ,.id winds over 55 !.not' ,ave occurrt:J ',r L!"
three months.
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TEIPERATURE: The temperatures in fall are quite variable. Periods of Indian
Summer are mixed with cold, windy periods, but in general cooling occurs
throughout the season. The average daily maximum drops from the high 70s in
September to the middle 50s in November and the daily minimum goes fro-;m he
high 50s to the low 40s. The absolute maximum in September is 96°F, while it
is only 750F in November. The absolute minimum drops from 41°F in September
to 260F in November.

LOCAL AREA WEATHER: This area has the highest thunderstorm activity concen-
tration in Iberia. Although tne base averages only five thunderstorm days in
September, Spanish data for the period 1964-1969 indicates an average of ovc
15 days for the lOONM1 area around Zaragoza. As many as 25 thunderstorm, days
have occurred in one month. The activity drops to an average of less than znree
thunderstorm days a month by November.

The upper-level flow increases from its sunmer minirum speed towaro the win-er
maximum, becoming stronger and iore westerly during the fall. The preva-lu!7q
direction is SW-W as compared to the winter direction of (,-NW). The pc:-cen;td]e
of winds above 30 knots at 5000 feet jumps from less than 3", in sum;,,,,er to ove.
15,,, in fall. The combination of the strong winds and SW-W flow produces perfect
conditions for mountain wave activity in the vicinity of the urrounding
mountains. Cap-clouds on the mountain tops and areas of light to moderate
turbulence becomes an almost daily occurrence. Severe mountain wave turbulence
is possible during this period.

WINTER (December-February)

GENERAL: The winter season has the worst flying weather of the year at Zara(oza
AB, but still the base is at one of the best weather locations in Europe. The
surface and upper-level winds are the strongest of the year. They produce orograpr,,c
clouds and turbulence over the entire local area.

CLOtLID1NESS AND VISIBILITY: The Azores anticyclone reaches its most southern
position and many low pressure systems are formed in the Mediterranean Sea. e re,-
sions and frontal systems effect Zaragoza throughout the period, often re urrin; on
a 36 to a 72 hour cycle. The worst conditions occur with a strong depression
moving across southern Iberia or through the Strait of Gibraltar into the Ileditcir-
ranean. This synoptic pattern produces strong up-valley flow fro;. the soutneast
with extensive low clouds and precipitation. This pattern will sometimes ircice
snow at Zaragoza. VFR conditions (1500 ft/4.3NM) exist 73.8. of the ti:"e
conditions below 50Oft/lNM average 10.2.. The average total sky coverati' t
the yearly nigh of five-eights coverage and observations of no ceiling or visibil.
restrictions are recorded only 33.7,. of the time.

PRECIPITATION: The winter rainfall averages 1.1 inches per month. The range of
monthly extremes is from a minimum of a trace to a maximum of 3.6: incnies. 'fr-w
has occurred all three months but averaqes less than an incn in any one morr,. Tne
maximum amount that has been measured for any 24 hour perioi is 'ess tnan 'Vu
inches. Snow is only observed, on average, every other winter season. Tnunirs.
are occasionally recordeu but they average less than one occurrence day per i;orzn.
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SURFACE WINDS: The primary direction-controlling factor of the surface winds a-
Zaragoza is the Ebro River valley. A total of 48.5,, of the year-round winds are
from the west through northwest. The winter is slightly below this average with
45.8% down-valley(W-NW) and 19.6% up-valley (E-SE). The percentage of winds wi
speeds over 10 knots is the lowest of the year at 32.4,"* but the maximum wino
speeds are the highest with a record of 56 knots in January. Both December anG
February have had winds over 45 knots and during almost all winter months 40 Knot
gusts are recorded.

TEMPERATURE: The temperature range at Zaragoza is not large during the winter.
Daily minimum temperatures below freezing occur less than one-nalf of zne days.
The normal minimum is in the middle to high 30s, but recoras of 160F have beer,
recorded. The daily high usually is in the upper 40s or low 50s. Record nins
range form 71OF in December to 73°F in February, although February snares the
record for the coldest month too.

LOCAL AREA WEATHER: The surrounding terrain produces weather within I o;
Zaragoza which often varies considerably frori that at the air base. ne
middle cloud layer, which do not seriously effect the air base, become oominarn
features in the mountain area. The moist flow over the mountain ranges produces
orographic clouds, obscuring the mountain tops for days and sometimes weeks at
a time. Between 20% and 30% of the days have conditions which would hinder low-
level VFR flights in the area.

The upper-level wind speeds increase to their maximum during the period, Dut
swing more into the northwest. The shift in direction to become more parallel
with the major mountain ranges offsets the increase in speed, thus low-level
orographic turbulence does not increase significantly from the fall season.
There are nearby areas of possible light to moderate low-level turbulence almost
daily. The Zaragoza area is one of the most favorable in Europe for mountain
wave development since more than 15% of the time winds are perpendicular to the
nearby mountain ranges. Areas of severe turbulence can be found in the vicinity
of the mountain waves.
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WEATHER CONTROLS/FORECAST PROBLEMS/AIDS AT ZARAGOZA AB AND IN THE EBRO VALLEY

(As revised by MSgt D.L. Fawver, 22 Apr 76)

1. FORECAST PROBLEMS:

a. Visibility Restriction:

(1) Haze and Smoke: The Zaragoza AB RUSSWO (1957 - 72) reflects
a 10% occurrence of haze and smoke at the base, increasing in winter to a
January maximum and decreasing in summer to a July minimum. The major
pollution and smoke sources in the vicinity of the base are the city of
Zaragoza, 8 NM, ESE and the surrounding industrial complex. Under stable
conditions, visibilities of 3.0 to 1.5 NM in haze and smoke are common in
the colder months. After harvest of the surrounding farmlands and prior
to planting, farmers burn stubs, stocks, and dry weeds in clearing the
land. Under stable conditions, this is a significant smoke source.

(2) Dust: The Ebro Valley is lined with fertile farmland. The
area surrounding the base and city of Zaragoza, as well as the entire
Ebro Valley, provides large amounts of dust during clearing, plowing, and
planting of farmlands. Dust is not a significant problem at Zaragoza AB,
but does restrict visibilities to 4 or 5 NM preceding the first thunder-
storm following dry periods.

(3) Fog: The Zaragoza AB RUSSWO (1957 - 72) indicates fog as
primarily a winter problem with max occurrence of over 20% in December
and January (494 of the 744 hours in January). With an average of 8 fog
days in January (figure 1) fog is by far the most significant restriction
to visibility. Due to the situation of the Ebro Valley in the horseshoe
of the surrounding mountains (open to the Mediterranean Sea), the synoptic
situation creating the inversion necessary to trap pollution in the valley
is similar in all visibility restriction cases; a high pressure ridge
east of Zaragoza, and/or a low to the west between 1OW and Zaragoza.
(Frontal systems under stable conditions are difficult, in the least, to
find in the mountain areas). Under weak pressure gradients a bimodal
visibility minimum occurs at Zaragoza due to the valley slope; one be-
tween 0600 and 0800L caused by radiational cooling at sunrise and the
second between 1000 and 1300L as heating up the valley causes a windshift
to the east and the pollution from the city is added to the fog situation.
This second minimum takes a much longer time to improve since in addition
to the increased condensation nuclei, easterly wind drift is slightly up-
slope at the base. The bimodal minimum will not be as noticable when the
fog bank has built to above field elevation prior to sunrise. Generally

the conditions causing fog are transitory and do not persist for more than
3 days, however, on an average of twice yearly the fog situation stagnates
and persists for 5 to 10 days. Under this condition (figure 2), as the
inversion intensifies and the high in the Mediterranean Sea blocks the
only other escape of the pollution down valley, a type of high inversion
fog builds throughout the Ebro Valley and persists until the situation
changes to eliminate the inversion or permit drainage to the east.
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When this stagnant condition occurs in the colder months the airfield
will remain below flying minimums for 4 to 8 days, breaking only tempor-
arily with diurnal heat or frequently not at all.

(4) Precipitation: Due to the upslope condition from the east,
whenever any form of precipitation occurs with a surface wind direction

from 040 to 120 degrees, the visibility will drop to between 0.5 NM and
2.5 NM as lon.- as precipitation and that wind direction persists. This
includes thunderstorms which move to the east of the base causin the
wind to shi ft.

b. Strong Surface Winds: The baragoza AB IUSS4O (1957 - 72) indica-
tes surface winds above 33 knots are predominately from WNW-N and mostly
during sprini (April and May) and late fall (November and December) but
do occur any month except September and October. Other than hazardous
flight and landing conditions, winds above 33 knots limit ramp mainten-

ance of aircraft, rescue operations and cause dang'erous low equivalent
temperatures in exposed areas during" colder months. Due to the orienta-
tion of the Ebro Valley the typical wind situation is created with a
building higth over England and the Bay of Biscay area and a low in the
western Mediterranean Sea, (figure 3). Phe valley has a funneling, effect
on direction and, due to the narrowing in the valley around Yoncayo and
its ridges, a venturi effect on the speed. A 19 footKnoll in the run-
way to the NTW of the wind mast of runway 31R causes lee effect errors of
5 knots and 10 - 200 to the west of the stron,-:est wind indicated properly

for the ramp area on 31L, (the unreorded side).

c. Thunderstorms: The Laragoza AB HUSSWO (1957 - 72) reflects an

average of 26 thunderstorm days per year, generally rccurrin, from May
through September, but can and do occur anytime. The "Calendario
Meteoro-Fenilogico", oiblished by the Spanish Meterolo.4cal Service
pives an avera e of 126 thunderstorm days per year in the province of
Larago-a for the years 1956 - 1961. In contrast to the aragoza AB RUS6WO
"EL CLIMA DF ZARAGOA" published by the Spanish eterological Service re-
flects an averag*e of 11.3 thunderstorm days (1926 - 1955) occurring at

the airport in Zaragoza, and 1.1 hail days. The mountainous terrain
around the Ebro Valley provides ideal thunderstorm development areas
whenever airmass conditions exist so the problem is one of when the storms

move over the base or form in the base area. Figure 6 reflects the ideal

airmass thundlerstorm situation in thr Ebro area and F'ig<ure 6 a the frontal
thunderstorm situation. Wind gusts to 45 knots and hail up to 3 inches have
occurred at ,,araoa AB with the frontal situation. In spring and summer,
39 knots of wind and pea size hail are common near sunset during April,
May. July, August, and early September with the airmass situation. A com-

bination of the two types ocrurrP in late AugFust and September as the

receding- Azores high allows more and more frnts or trofs aloft to pen-
etrc&Le over the mountains of NW Spain, with an avertie of one per 18 hours
pas3ing ,aragoza in the zonal flow.
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2. FORECASTING AIDS: The followin:- aids to forecasting, at Laragoza AB
have been objectively and emperically derived as good tools,ard in con-
junction with sound meteorological principles are indistensible as fore-

castin A aids.

a. Synoptic Situation Forecasting: By noting the position and orien-
tation of pressure systems and frontal systems (sy'noptic situation) the
forecaster can tell the general weather pattern in the Ebro Valley.

(1) Figure 3 is typical of strong northwest winds and partly
cloud, to clear conditions with good visibilities.

(2) Figure 4 causes cloudy, hazy weather with southeasterly sur-
face flow, poor visibilities, and occasional rain or rain showers with
diurnal maximum beat and pressure falls.

(3) Figure 2 is typical of persistent fog and stratus in the Ebro
Valley. (Weak pressure gradients)

(4) Figure 5 causes persistent haze conditions, with easterly
winds.

(5) Figure 6 is typical of airmass thunderstorms, while Pig-ure
6 a is that of frontal storms.

(6) Figure 7 causes continuous rain and lig'ht southeasterly winds
and moist low level flow up the valley. (rain after fropal Low must be
1008 mb or lower to cause wide spread rain all over the Ebro Valley.

(7) Figure 0 shows a typical snow situation associated with an
artic outbreak from around the European extension of the Siberian hig- h.

(8) Figure 9 is the continuation of 7 above and reflects a continued
artic outbreak with shower: tyne or occasional snow due to the downslope/lee
trofin,, and continued cold air aloft over the western slopes of the moun-
tains in western France.

(9) Fi._,ure 10 is typical of strcng winter winds from the north-
west. (Note the similarity to the snowshower situation, Fig-ure 9). As
lon", as the flow aloft continues anticyclonic, no significart cloud cover
will occur. With the approach of an upper trof or front, surfacc wind will
decrease and become more westerl:y. Visibilities will decrease onl:y during
showers with surface frontal/trof passage. This is ideal mountain wave
conditions as upper trofs approach.
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b. Upper Air Synoptic Forecasting: Frequently the upper air pattern
will be more easily recenizable in typing or qenerallizing weather pat-

terns in the Ebro. Here the upper flow is divided in three groups: (i)
-onal, (2) Transition, and (3) Meridial.

(i) ,onal Flow: onal flow aloft is caused by the east - west
orientation of the axis of the Azores hi.,h and its position within 20% ,
and 40N. This flow could reach ?-0 knots or reater at 300 mbs, depend-
in- on the season.

(a) In situationt "W"(Figure 11) the dic nlacement of a sur-
face system or condition is rapid since the ridge between the two trofs
normally has a transitory character. When this condition occurs near the
450 parallel and the laternal displacement is slow over the Bay of Biscay
and the Pyrenees, it spawns rapid lowerin- ceiling's and visibilities
(stratus & fo' , , at Larago/a AB. Before the warm front passes, moderate
SE winds and a regime of fo, and stratus persists; after the wind shifts
to SW (240 ° 15g 20 knots, with showers in the vicinity), after the cold
fropeconditions improve greatly with very oodi visibilities. Precipitation
is of shirt duration although intense. The lowceilings last about 12 hours
and the fair skys associated with high centers near 3( hours.

(b) Another situation is the "M" (figure 12) which could
be the "W" displaced further but is resolved to indicate a transitory low
between two ridges of different origins; one warm <maritime) acting as
the motor pushing the depression, and the other cold (continental) which
acts like a brake, blockin.g the advance of the migrating low. In the Ebro,
this situation could result in abundant and intense rains, especially if
the cold high and dry central of France detains the cloud system and the
warm frontal occlusion stays trapped between the double ridges of the
Pyrenees and Iberica mountains. allined with the Ebro Valley. rhese
situat~ons are very noticable in the lower plains (sfc to 710 nib) but tend
to disappear in higher analysis, and resemble the classic indented wheel
between the Azores high and the trofs of the Icelandic low.

(2) Transition Flow: The change from -onal flow from the par-
alells to the meridians (N-S).

(a) Circulation "_" (fi,'ure 13) divides Spain with a double
curve- cyclonic in th. Baleric Isl:ind area and anti-c:clonic-over the Bay
of 3iscay area. This is the situatien which causes hi *h winds from the
northwest in the Ebro (iv,' Valley owing; to lee trofin, and "enerally
causes clear to partly cloudy skys and excellent visibilities.

(b) Situation "6" (figure 14) is the opposite of "_', a
high over France and the Mediterranean and low over the lulf of Cadiz.
The position of the high g reatly effects _ara,,Toza weather: if centered
over France and the isobaric curvature is anti-cyclonic in the area of
the Ebro, extensive fog banks form in the winter months.
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It' the centor of t te l ow ap pea rs eve-r t.,o .,t-,a i ts of di~aitar .im trackF-
or si tu ts ± tsel f west of. efo leiatoirg.a eyhm
sout--east flow ass ociatedl .Y thi rrrl ieT torrane an tysep ra%-. over bri,

noeIud i nJ the nbro Va'l ev ocis hse sitoiations _ and 2)are (-,early
evident~~~~ Yn '%?uprar nlss re 0,, mb charts :,re verb represernta-

t' ve aind often times tao iet streams borderi n ,the- centers form t-ne aissi gned
letters. ji tuat icr "j" is -isocated with- a cold. air mass over the land
mas:s of France corrcisprondinj 1Ktehj alof't, wh-ile situati on "-"
ii: Iljatps the formati on %f- aoce o,' -l K oft iver the iiuleaires.

Merilial Flow: Circul-ition In t.i !-ense - tb Ieo:r ar~ T'C

.. eriians Knorth and south, cellular cir-culation.

Cliroal :ti on !:'" v'Imeaga>a Kfiure Il "9 is a dors~al h~
ri 1-- orient:,ted N - 3 ,~ the ir:L t;:- sle c between twio lows, on;- over
the Azores ardl t-P ot,-erj over thet :3aleareq aind : western LMciterrarnean.

2sjs tua t on is cKara(-teri 'sti a of very gusty no-'hwestr y w-nh in c
7bro Valley. (cierzo "whi.ch blows uninterrupted during- a -,ero ol )f t nr ee t o
f ive days. T.e ie't streams at })mbs mirks ver well tKi S it~lat: n: :'.e

o ?rin-Je t streaim brin -e very cold polar air aszsocla ted wi tn aetave cchlIj
fronts tnat pernetrate Irnto tie 1-bro anci pa:ss tiie mouth- of th ,e rive-r
in i' or 3 .. IOclouis naFss ver.,. r:,pidly,, pushei! byv tne( Na. wirds, aind
tnp second day% clea r sk. i; --ndi exoel lent vi sibili ties continUe- in the celli
wind -ver the valley.

0b' "he "V" ci rcailat cc-! jiju0-e 16 comers apqsocnat l wi ti
ai series of' low., level sookep trofs. if rt, hIi h over -,urope is reenforred,
it acsa tblockin H' ,r-'. i ut;,ic. m.onent in the iet
streams. Phi s flIow bri n -s t ta'P ihbro, warm suotroo 'a amid f r in
autamel i-rlil Winter. w' 1" itf:,mi tterit 'ams ~lisuzE.fer' 1t ,I Sii r 00505i

frmt.IShr nd !' ve', warm -ama -ry.' i' t.-e i;s n ri, h to dc
tne -Olvar.o ,)C t-~ ',o o' low -re..urps, tne:y prodaco marked Inn'0
cloul :a've:- and wind fr-n(rvalS of C tIours" of' 2 cycl onic flow and
anoether 6 -ours of N~ i -eoin0 flow. llntense thAn ~erotormsq Ir. SUM-
mer., In winter, she t livi r-,frcn*,% fojL :nnI-'unces t:e -irrval of this
ci rcul a'tIon. d;enerall" 11, tee ric; a' 3n.7 last f'ra3 to 5 asalso

bettter correlati on .Yier. t-i lows, ann _s ca. i Pobaric patterns.

.Fr on ts: -a ra go/a sufc wa. -r A 3 ci -Ated W' tr fronts is
-re'atly modi fbio dlie t. the orientaticn ani slop,- of t- zoro -,lo nd
surrounding- terrain. Accardin ly. frontal effocts o:-rurs ;it -ar- -n,;a
.or,, before the i--t a front arrives. i'he foil1owijn.: aid-1siniP, s l Sclal
f --cotors must be kePpt ; - mi nd t.) reperly t orecas t neat 'er cun 1i ti ens, wi t,.
tie n-sc.rorich of fronts

(1' AllI f ronts pasing , from tie 1' - N iuadrants na1vq . o* frorital
d ry In n th e I ow ' vl :- )elI ow: 4) V' fePet due to down SlIope -in t herefore
7eneralI I., cause VF-1 fl1. i n con t Ii onil5 aeiind the f ront.
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(2) Unless a cold front is orientated sut'ficient].v K - to
cause low level winds to be between 23) and 3b.) ° \and dryin.,' re-frontal
weather will be moist due t,, lee effect winds SE' below 4" )(, feet. with
patchy stratus. haze or fog until the front ,s near, then possible inter-
mittent rainshowers or thunderstorms restrictinl vsib.lhties to .5 to
J.3 NM, until fropa.

(3' After fropq less than 5/c cloud cover oelow 3)00 and 5/2 or
more between 5000 and 10O0 feet and good v.sibilities with possible lint
rain Knot vetting toe surface due to increased downslope winds will give
good verification until the isobaric pattern bec mes arti-cyclonic. See
figures 7, 10 and 3 in that order). In summer the worst thunderstorms
occur as the front passes in this situation. (igures 6 -rnd 6a',.

(4) ,;ith warm advection and cyclonic flow prior to frontal
oassage, southwest surface winds (crosswinds) are predeminent and fre-
quently> 20 knots, as lon," as wind flow in the lower 1D,000 ft is 24.
to 300.-- .'eak wind occurs as surface temps coincide with or exceed tie
ambient air mass temp. Large (1 NM diameter) aust devils can occur in
the warm dry Sa flow.

(5) Cold fronts, warm orculusions and warm fronts passing from
the X to S cause the poorest flying conditions at -a-agoza. Since the
wind flow in the lowest 10,000 ft is S thru E and up the valley, moisture
from the Mediterranean Sea is advected into the LEJO] area and local up-
slope condition- augment the situation.

(a) Cold fronts and warm frontal occlusions are rain makers.
This synootic situation (figures 3 and IW) brings warm moist a-:r up the
valley and continuous rain until passage of' th. occlusion aloft towards
the north. ire-frontal and post frontal weao,her is similar to warm frontal
weather in the U.S. nlains area with temporar:y clearin;g with fropa and
scattered cumuliform clouds buil iing b' hind the fr(nts. Jequences of
associated weather are:

1. i'ersistent fo7 ond haze with visibility varing" pom
.5 NM to 1.6 NM for AM mins and 1.6 NA to 5.0 NM for -M max until low:
(a) receeds SW ward; b) tegins movinj towards the north weste-n ied-ter-
ranean Sea after develooment or deeping to 1):)8 mb or lower; (c moves
through the Straiti of Gibraltar along the North African coast or; \d
Moves through Spain with a central ,pressure of greater than 100i mb.

a. 'lith the NE flow of continental dry air, rapid
improving flying conditions and a shift to the NV,; of surface winds.
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b. 9eeirs witt. wa lespread AC/A2- cigs over 2:.in an
li I ht occasi onal ;,reci pi tat ion spreading-, to the NE over uIi grIer terra-n
with low movement. .'li valley fills witu mid and lower mositure an~d rain
begins at LFJ-. as lotv approach.ls or passes to tne west of arn occas-
ow'l --tin~ _-:tinues until t::e lc-w; *o tr.E! -cutr. causin~g tne

wind shift. to tne Nh' 1 ' knors' at surface laser. Pohe ovor run condi-
tion created with this situation causeui li.-ut *u mrode-rate rain at -aragcza
until. the low enters t~ie Mediterranean Siea and passes alo~ft. "2trnnW Nh
winds follow thIs siStuati on: (2) !-as: *s t(- tne west and moves NE crN
causes ranid clearin.' a!1 it rasses 42N an,' rod4erate oumalus levelopment
te-ind frequently thiunderstorms?. Low visitb: litie- sall return w4~ th.
passac-e of rain showers.

c. ACI/AS ceilinbrs g-_ive way. tc clearing* and li-'ht
tc mefderate N4 winds as low roes . 1west toward the eaist. ThPre-al -Y
7ooi fl:yin -,weather :*ersi sts. w;ith scattcre-d cumulus and AC ca-ds: r,- rr.:d

layver ceilin--s du-ir.- max Keating enod unti, flcow over tr.e valley
bec.omes articvclonic in the lower layers.

d. This transitory (usually, relatively, stable, low
Causes l ow vi Ribhili t ies unti 1 .ansa *e to tne nortt, o~r E-a~t of' LE-3 and
then usually developer in tne western Mediterranean Sea caus-ng nig winds
fromr thep Nf at LF.G and .-ood. fly'ino weatr~er.

d. T-nperical Aids in Forecasting to e Elements of iveatner at aragoza
AB.

(1) 63troncg surface -'inds ( 21 knots" figures 3 and 2

(a) The pressure gradient be-tween tre ncrtn coast of '.-pain
near trie orig-In of the Ebro Valley (LEXJ) and the mouth of tne Ebro (LEBL?'
at CJ) is the best aid in forecasting winds. .'sitr 0 mb Vi nds support

- 23O ~2 knots' use P(LEXJ-LEBL) X 3=man speed + 1 for gust
factor.

'b) oust srread max =4AP-3hAP (LEXJ-LEB3L).

(cI Keep in mindi climo.

1. idnd > 33 seldom occurs in C;eptember and October.

2. Vlost frequently or best correlation to wind rule isr
April thru Ilay, and November thru December. Other months rulp is a ,7ood
guide.

(d- Croso winds (24" - 20090) > 20 knots with situation of
fi girre '1 and 1? nror to trof passa,-e during, late afternoon andI Evening

(140r' - 1701LV. For S4~ flow at surface . winds aloft must be 2.3-'' to 3%no
, ny further south lee trofing7 shifts wind to SF below 1 1, (check LEBP low
levPl winds). This Cdf flow i.,drying andi usual ly with warm air advecti on.
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2"Fog and Raze: j nce t.-e main d~ i !'*rence ! twepr fr. b a r.:- .

s moi sture. here tney are -Truped tc:-eather. jue to t !.e I oca t on of
-.ara -oz a A9 ir. the B-'b-c Va IlIey,. oncef tne rewALired irnvprs- or. .:- ; rEsent or
forecast, the visibilit:, !epends on temperature, moi.-ture, %~v i laor iity uf
condensatir. nuclei ani winirift less tnan r5 knots in ti~e Esro Valley,.
;Yirdri ft car. -re ant'ci tated th:rou' mi cro-analysiP of th.e pres:nure-s, Idi-rrnai
variatioens ar; crtarges in pressure, temreratures and temp cr~ar:es ,P-T' in
th:e valley. 4asi cal1:. to.e ty * es of foe. wrict occur at -arj,*c-a are ~ra
tion. hi 20 nversiorn, rost/pre-frortal and a-ivection/radiatio. or cm a

tions of' thiese types.

(a' Inadiation and/or ralition-a-vect.or fog-. "he inter.t. :. or
v~sib414ties associated witr, -aliation-advectior for',e, or troe basic

elemrent , of; (1 ) inversion atnd strer-th; 2'temrer-iture <45 to > 2 5 ");
(. 1'' cisture an'i (4" wirndrii't. :everal in dices of an inversicn ar its
s treng-th car )e noted th rough . o ressure analyvsis in t!oe- vaI:ey. he fol-
lew4 'n., aids will afnsi st -n ext-actinr- informati or from -,v aila.-'.e parameters
in the ear.:, morr.nn,

1. U~p valle: -rad.,ent ,LEXJ-LEiL? is re ativre and4 usuall:-.
lessq tran 4 rrb andi down the valleyv drains e- knots) is oo-currinw.
!ayrF: The land - sea breeze front from the "led" fre~uer.tl:'- rrcves ur t!.P
valley Nh of LE-C with up valley .,rad'ient mb. If' tnic is th:e case.
surface winls wi' be SP. 3 to knots, 2 to 4 hours prior to. sunrise anl
due to tile warm ai r advect- on n~ear ttoe surface, the strong invers-lon necessary
for dense fo.7 will not set up.

2. 5)mb bei IQts slope uT valley (&FLEBG-LFC1H is ne -'
and conditions in para 1. above exist, with the down tioe valley, dranral-e.

i. LE.-G surface temrp vs La 'l'uela tempi'wx icall i7asolane
pum-?in; stati on at La I-uela to gePt terr.)s/wx indi cates a strory irnversi on
or thick fog to above La lyuela.

4. Aircraft re;,orts on extent and thicknens of fog.
Once for- conditicns (rroisture, li 'ht winds, weak generally up valley-

garadient, stability) have been forecast to occur or exist, an %nalysis of
presqures in the valley will often assist in determining-, how the visibility
will -,o and how ion - fog, will persist. Use LEXJ, LEBL, LEBC, LELO, LEPP.
LE9BR. LEVT. LECH, and LEBG presrures.

a. Higrhest pressure to NN between LELO ani LE--A -

worst condition of haze or fo' occurs late morning- after the diurnal wind

shift (O9Cr) - 1100L). The rid 'e seems to move to the east towards the
"Med" with heating,. Freqjuently the1 east side of the base will be fo,. -ed
in and the west open until the ridgre passes the runway complex. Clearing

occurs after drainage/gradient advents the fo<- brink down valley around

nocturnal pressure max period.
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b. LE. ,G hi,,est pressure - fo:g/haze at sunrise,
early sift of' wind to east, wcrsp condition, and longer lasting than treat
in case a. above.

c. Hi,hest pres.ure east of L*L G - worse condition
at sunrise but still rervsistent due to early wind shift to east and added
r ullut on.

d. Once a gradient down the vulley of*> 4 mb exists
(LEXJ-LEBL is possitive) advect "(e fog out of the valley using P LEXJ-LEBL
X 3 = speed under stable conditions. Unler unstable condition advect with
t'he front or trof.

e. No persistent fog once ar. inactive cold front
,-ets within 100, NM of LE .G.

(b) High InversJin/Advection fog. Nnen the mouth of the
rbro Valley i, closed to cool a-- drainage by a high Tpressure rid e in the
westerr Mediterreanean 6ea (up valley ,radient), and a strong inversion
exists. wile spread fog forms throughout the valley similar to high in-
version t'.'re fo'. Diurnal variations in heatin: cause the low level flow
tc 3lvect tne dense fog up and down the valley with apparrent in-exnaust-
ile fog and condensation nuclei from cities and industry in the area.
I'nde- t ese conditions, visibility will remain below minimumr', throuehcut
tne day with unslope coolin and additional condensation nuclei abetting
an' improvement and au 'mrentinr, the fog. This synontic situation (a ridge
in tl.e M,]iterranean ind/or a low in the eastern atlantic) intensifies the
inversion and thp fo7 becrmes thicker with possibilities of breaking- the
inversion wito diurnal heat less and less e:ach da.. in this case the air
fiel , will remain below flying minimums from I to days. The best conditions
', N,.' occur twi Ce daily. near max heating" (16COL) and %fter down

valle: drain-e %s set up lon;, enou,'h to drain the fo' down valley (nocturnal
max rrpssure :eriod). Once tne valley Lradient becomes possitive or down
vaII .. . sIi 'ht improvement near the 'round due to minor downslol,e warminF
occu _P. 2Inder thePse conditions a frontal passa-e or trof passage. brini;in"
a~r cool erouAo tc Pliminatp or break the inversion aloft, is necessar: to
alliveiate the fo' situation and is seen as a major chan,,e in the synoptic
situation. Once a down the valley gradient of > 4 mb exists (dmb is -e-juired
to eliminate a diurnal win, shift). the fog can be advected at the sieed
from wind rule P (LEXJ-LEBL) X 3.

(c) Post Storm/Frontal Fog. Due to the slight up slope
condition frrm the east (IC0 ft X 30 NM) any precipitation occuring with
winds of an easterly component becomes ideal fo, condition. defending on
stabilit,v. Thunder storms frequently pass through the base area, after
which the cold downrush causes the wind shift and visibility to drop to
.8 to 1.5 N1. 'iteady precip un,!er relative stable conditions can cause
best diurnal conditions to be 8OOO/1.r ""'
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(3) Thunderstorms: Forecastin. thunderstorms at -arasoza is one
of the three maior weather problems. Durin, spring. and fall, thunderatorms
at iaraoha will be more associated with frontal and trof passages, while
during summer most are air maps or orograrhic.

a) Air Mass Thunderstorms - Usually the seecnd and sunse-
quent days c" southwest flow aloft (to above 500 mb) creates, i'l-al airmass
thunlerstcr condition in and around the Ebro Val]ry in summer. (See f4 -r

T). The primary formation areas for these cells are over t.e foothills arnd
ridges, surrounding" the valley. Once the cumulus temp has been reached
the cells form and dissipate over the surrounding" hills draining" cool air
into the valley and limiting: the 0 temperature in the valley to just below
the -umulus temperature, (Tc + as taken from the Rarajas )8?21 Raoh and
adjusted to LEOG surface temp7Td). 1"imin,-, severity. hail si,.e and winds
follow closely, the predictable value as determined in AhSTR lOr-20 usin"
the Baralas 000- soundin' ad ,usted to LEO surface temp and dew noint.
Trajectory paths follow the terrain features as the cells take the Faths
of least resistance (the warmer air). Once radiational coolin- be.nirs and
the hilltops cool these airmass thunderstorms will eitner dissaj ate if no
LFC exists in the raob) or build intensity .if LFC exists in raob) an!
begin mcvin" over the valley (path of least resistance where warmer air

still exists).

(b) Orographic thunderstorms. Only in an air mass where an
LFC exists below 7000 ft will orographic thunderstorms occur at the base.
In 2') cases, 1972 - 1975, where the Lfc was not below 7000 and a substan-
cial rositive area existed in the Raob, oro-raphic cells of intense (XX1
or very stronl (PsPs' intensity were noted on the -arago~a AB radar to
farm on the windwid side of Lonca~band over the mountain ranges near
Huesca and in all caces, once the cells moved from the initial urslope

ridge, they eithr (issipated or deteriorated to stron" (s , or less
intense cells. There t!nunderstorms will seldom 7ive anything more than
pea size hail or winds near 35 knots since they are generally high based
with hj.Th wet bulb zeros.

(c) 7rontal or squall Line thunderstorms. This type of
thlnderstorm is the hail producer at "AB. Frequent 3/A to 1 1/2 inch
nail occurrs in the sprin. and late summer witn trof r assages ind frontal
pass;age thunderstorms. If any of the radar severe indices occur with
t-iis type, they merit watching. ,hinds precedin- these storms can be
anticipated fromAP(LEXJ-LLBL) X 3 lus speed of storm. In one case
(.Jep 71, a storm seomed to stop over Laralgua City, built back over the
base and as it /a:'ged bck over the helicopter han.er and ramp, dumned
h~iil stones and flat ice discs of 3 inch diametfr on aircraft, hanger
skylig'-hts, and1 cars alongi the f'lightline.
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e. Xrneral Clirno:

i'In !'enera1, winter weather izpes increased ov-terl.y "luw (v.-r

1Yurope inte 2pted by increases tr-insitor; ur migra tor: uu'enrotf. reair
tr.e surfrice and -ilof't. rhese trtinsi tory s,'3items, m,.ether th~e'; ire fot~
a-igtis or lows, c-ause severe tra.s~ti on .-oner, out, improvirn- lyin,
cv-r most of' tr, 1 and norti ons of' nurcrpe wb.1,I t n.e -, rvi ilr. w-!-terI,-
bringL low cel1in--s atnd lirnitin* v)sin~itips; wIerpea- -.. ge -:1me '.

systems cause -estrictiv,- f'lyin,' 'NO tter vor t A- Nv tr-r surt' cos mrA to

westerlies above tthese aireas. tr o incrpai4n* moirturp in tr.e#
westerly tc so .t.kwpst(erly kNN aind 4V over I Oer~a fi oAr . tne lower -ir.
mid levels, %ccomnanifl r,:. lome'nr. f'reehe IeVpIs. rrftii. tur-
bul;?nce. and' rilternaite air fieli conltio nn opec.orrp noceis1 n*
niaz-il rs t o f 1 y -n t,:rcu .~ '. .,'uro pe -in I t n o .e. cn ,:, ,*,I t Prr rp ar. air- sa.

l?1ber~an Cl imo: iine of t,,.e r.,r!,t im: c-tin t % ~-s tf N r
cy clo *erni s - at .ect in -Ihe ri a i r t as t off t -, -~t" e 11t "'Oa; .<a

and 1'ortu,.-al in a'-sociation wit' t'iep mepan 7>olar I'rtnta,:l ot; ':)n.
<-,u re Lk 2 ' * s cus:es many of tn, frontal s,,, t, mot occu' ocr . n

nfl! many 'rronts luri n, winter oas rrn, tie hto 2 v4. ons. riolf e n rpa e.
of a;! stratuas, to!Unierstorrms and ctL.-r lfro-nt-il aio t i V t are ~n cvi roe
over ;Pain, ortu al , ain! thie North IO-can coais*, aini in '.e t~a'T
melitprranoan sea, e, trier -tssociatedi wi tn tr- . 'Ia-r 'r r~t nrcrea-id
t're :liency cf -irtic outbreaks, or cyclo -enisi c cv. - trie area.

( .,araeoza Ebro !Hiver Valley. .eaitner: L ,.l 1lmo innites
fo., and haze bein:, the pr imary wint-r tirobler. 'ref' ci 21 chaIrts w, tri
winds runn; n -a cl ose second. :ven thLcu.h - rec- pi titJ on tniKo-. tie OCK
seat '.n winter \Nov, Lir, and Jut oein.' mfAx montrns , it c-irino' ' e re-
j-ardei ais inqi -,n~ficant. .'nunlerstcrms aire tjo moolt si:fi~rtsme
phenomfena.

Frontal .,'stoms: n'nc v~ta1:al. ~i1 T~l:f~u:

PXiePIt the( SOUt wo St. it ' 3 il Iicul t * n *t ip le -~t* , to ]cc-.-- 'rL rt-j!
sy,,stems n surface s:,no oti c charts bo th. - lJC s -nii +n -en tr A! ly prod(Ji~Ce
,,ro-Iucts. Vhe corti n,i ty estai i s!-.0 Cr) telar'' jcl roirt S
~e I rfu I i t' sar-i. d ev-r thit u, Ire, -1i in -entr, . 1.' ;ei~-4 na s s an I

'. ummairy:

K -As wi ster :'i lO.the eua2h"-rI'
itathe sun- the I cel onrliC 1/ tr~f trie li rn oimomr

!rron7uncedi over th,- North Atl 'intiri an I the Mrdi to-rrine n: aind nrai
cyclo- enisi- ii evident v- r moot of' tj:ht~ Atl antic.
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(P di tr increasing. max w nds cores. t'iroulenie in tne vi cn: ty
increases. Under t~ese max win(I cx res. the mean posi t ons of' t!, PC), ar
and 4rti cfrontal -irea7~-io fl"'e-tsed -ict: v t.,,, as the mearn ri de ever
t!.e T1,1 latitudeAs mi .*rateA aoit' "ward w-. I r; tfe wintor sun, -al I ow: n,. rehn
surface wi.nds to prevai 1 f-;,t-rl ': to the nort!-, of' the c.' Ar jet in~i
easterly to tne rrnrtri (T the arctic iet. Notsed :ncre%,;e: in '"ecip -in!
t'o, in Nlov, Nw tt. t~ie inc-reap-ni polar an-i 'rctic: outbrfeako, -inrnolnce t'.-
irrivial of winter.

1 hi1nter ei in a rapid decreoase in low v~sir)_I ities an
rncreisp oit' p,,rr.wprecipitatiOItn Marcri, np-11, -And "aj '.n t e ..brl

river valleyv, as te tr~fin ;tiYri -- ri ol from winter t,, outnm-rr 1
ao,,proacries, and rece les, fel 1owed nor t~ward u tne -vir's-irnrualmig to

Wit, tne band of hi_-! Pressures.

K' ) urn. -rrnme-, incr- zs-in~t tem:eratures and insta:)litY in the
low levels as t.-- mn.1 int I i '(%r' mC *- es -in rul-,te fromr mec-. to swt--

west decreAses and increaise.s low level nc tio : ilternate swarm' dry
aind Troist low 'evel I'low -i il ternate 1)er:oIF Of Clear -,n4 tnderh owers
* es ecti vely tt tne .. ara:oza arnd Wbro area.

iK c) Jumme r isq foll Iowed ',)V c e a.oct of t:.F fallI st orm t rack

on i ts way Fou t~wa r4 follIow i n_ t he ree d in, sin in: t oe ban i of t.i gn
or-essures, comi leting t ( seasmjnal cy .%2

ATTACHMENTS
Figure 1 and ]a
Figure 2
Figures 3, 3a, and 3b
Figure 4
Figure 5
Figure 6 and 6a
Figures 7, 7a, and 7b
Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16
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SEASONAL STORM TRACKS

These tracks were extracted from ENVPREDRSCHFAC Technical Paper 5-75, Handbook
for Forecasters in the Mediterranean, published in November 1975.
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